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Editorial

Education Research and Education Policy:
Be Careful What You Wish For!

Edward A. Silver

Throughout the world, members of the education research community have
long decried the lack of attention to research and scholarship that is evident in most
education policies promulgated by state, provincial, and national legislatures. The
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 2001 (ESEA 2001), which was
recently signed into law in the United States, is an interesting case to consider in
this regard. Because ESEA 2001 states that education programs and policies
should rely on “scientifically based research,” it appears at first glance to offer a
welcome counterexample to the longstanding tendency of policy professionals to
ignore research when setting education policy. Unfortunately, I fear that this new
development may be a good example of the kind of outcome my grandmother had
in mind when she used to say, “Be careful what you wish for, because you just might
get it!” Readers of JRME both inside and outside the United States may find it inter-
esting to contrast the case of ESEA 2001 with other instances of education policy
with which they are familiar.    

The Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 2001 and its accompanying
multibillion dollar budget will have an impact on virtually every public school
system in the United States. The U.S. mathematics education community has
voiced considerable concern about one aspect of ESEA 2001—the elimination of
the Dwight D. Eisenhower Professional Development Program, which has for many
years provided funds for the continuing education of mathematics and science
teachers (Hoff, 2002; Morgan, 2002). Yet, there are other aspects of ESEA 2001
that merit our attention and concern as well.

A key feature of the legislation is a requirement that by the 2005–06 school year
each child in Grades 3–8 must take annual tests in mathematics and in reading.
Students’ proficiency must be monitored by means of these tests, with results
reported as individual scores and also as performance profiles for subgroups based
on demographic indicators (e.g., race, family income). Schools where students fail
to meet established standards in mathematics and in reading will receive some assis-
tance and also be subject to some sanctions. If the pattern of failure persists for
several years, more severe sanctions and “corrective actions” will be instituted.
Because of these features, ESEA 2001 is called the “No Child Left Behind” Act. 

The emphasis on the continuous progress of all students toward mathematics
proficiency may appear on the surface to be consistent with Principles and
Standards for School Mathematics (2000). After all, the Equity Principle articu-
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lated in Principles and Standards asserts the fundamental importance of striving
toward excellence in mathematics education by setting high expectations for all
students and providing strong support for students to meet them. However, a closer
look reveals some reasons to be less sanguine about the intent and likely impact
of ESEA 2001.

Despite the stated requirement in ESEA 2001 that programs and policies be based
on sound research, the framers of this legislation appear themselves to have created
a set of policies that are at variance with the research-based recommendations of
two scholarly panels convened by the National Research Council (NRC) of the
National Academy of Sciences. One of these panels examined and synthesized what
is known about mathematics learning in elementary school, and the other probed
fundamental theoretical and design issues associated with educational assessment. 

The recommendations of one of these NRC panels—comprising mathematicians,
psychologists and mathematics education researchers—can be found in Adding It
Up (Kilpatrick, Swafford, & Findell, 2001). A key contribution of this report is a
multifaceted definition of mathematical proficiency as composed of five strands—
procedural fluency, conceptual competence, strategic competence, adaptive
reasoning, and productive disposition. On the basis of a thorough review of the
extant research literature, the panel concluded that students are likely to develop
mathematical proficiency only if instruction in elementary school mathematics
attends to all strands. 

Although ESEA 2001 does not explicitly prohibit the use of this research-based
definition of mathematical proficiency as the basis for the assessment of achieve-
ment, it also neither requires nor suggests it. Moreover, there is little reason to think
that this definition will guide the implementation of the legislation. Given the
constraints of time and money that such legislation inevitably entails, how likely
is it that individual states, or the testing companies that they hire, will develop annual
tests in Grades 3–8 that will measure students’ progress along the five strands of
mathematical proficiency identified by the NRC panel?  In the flood of testing
mandated by ESEA 2001, proficiency is far more likely to be characterized in a
much more limited way and to be restricted almost exclusively to the recall of
factual information and the accurate performance of numerical and algebraic
procedures.

The research-based recommendations of another NRC panel were also appar-
ently ignored in the framing of the ESEA 2001 legislation. This panel—comprising
experts in fields that pertain to educational assessment—reviewed a variety of
psychological and psychometric theories and surveyed existing research and design
work in educational assessment. The panel’s report, Knowing What Students Know
(Pellegrino, Chudowsky, & Glaser, 2001), called for greater integration between
instruction and assessment. Moreover, the panel argued that meaningful educational
assessment must be carefully designed and conducted, using multiple methods and
measures whenever possible, and must be instructionally sensitive and guided by
a model of student proficiency that is based on a solid conception of the domain
being assessed. The panel found great promise in many recent approaches to
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educational testing, such as performance assessments, portfolios, and other attempts
to develop multiple indicators of student performance and progress. 

In contrast, the ESEA 2001 legislation calls for a single measure of profi-
ciency—a score on a standardized test administered annually. According to Richard
Rothstein, the senior education columnist for the New York Times, the shift in
language from  performance—the word used in the previous version of ESEA—
to achievement in ESEA 2001 signals the apparent intent of some of the framers
of the current legislation to abolish all forms of educational assessment except stan-
dardized achievement tests (Rothstein, 2002). Because of this narrow focus on
annual testing in Grades 3–8, ESEA 2001 might be dubbed the “No Child Left
Untested” Act. 

Although the framers of ESEA 2001 appear to have disregarded the sage advice
of these NRC panels, it may yet be possible to bring the recommendations of these
reports to the foreground during the implementation of the legislation. Many
details remain to be worked out in the design of procedures for carrying out the
legislation. 

I began by noting that ESEA 2001 calls for greater reliance on scientific research.
It is regrettable that the framers of this legislation may have had in mind a rather
narrow conception of education research, as suggested by the evident gaps between
the legislative mandates and the research-based, scholarly recommendations of
NRC panels. In recent years, some critics of education research have argued that
studies with randomized experimental designs should be the only scientific basis
for educational decisions. Is this the implicit view of ESEA 2001?  If so, then even
in a call for more attention to education research, ESEA 2001 would be ignoring
yet another recent NRC report—Science, Evidence, and Inference in Education
(Towne, Shavelson, & Feuer, 2001). 

This document, which reports on the work of the NRC Committee on Scientific
Principles in Education Research—a multidiscplinary team of experts in
psychology, education, and other social sciences—offers a valuable alternative
view. The committee considered the nature of research in education and asked how
it could be defined and conducted in order to ensure credibility and scientific
progress through the accumulation of useful and useable knowledge. The report
argues that randomized experiments are not the only form of scientifically based
research in education. According to the committee, sound research in education
requires that researchers pose significant questions and link them to relevant
theory, employ appropriate methods and tools to answer the questions, examine
carefully the warrants for their claims, consider counterevidence and alternative
arguments, and subject their work to scrutiny through peer review. I hope that this
broader conception of education research will be adopted as ESEA 2001 is imple-
mented.

Readers of the Journal of Research in Mathematics Education will recognize that
this view of high-quality research is embodied in the policies, practices, and
content of the journal. As educators interpret the call of ESEA 2001 for programs
and policies that rely on scientifically based research, JRME should be viewed as
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a valuable source of research and information for those seeking guidance regarding
mathematics teaching and learning. 

ESEA 2001 also challenges us in new ways. We need to examine the experiences
of researchers and policymakers in countries where large-scale education improve-
ment efforts have been based on research. We also need to frame and disseminate
research in mathematics education in ways that help policymakers understand and
use research and scholarship as they shape legislation. Other challenges undoubt-
edly await us in the future. But for now, let’s just be careful what we wish for!
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The Interpretative Nature of
Teachers’ Assessment of Students’

Mathematics: Issues for Equity

Candia Morgan
Institute of Education, University of London, United Kingdom

Anne Watson
University of Oxford, United Kingdom

This paper discusses fairness and equity in assessment of mathematics. The increased
importance of teachers’ interpretative judgments of students’ performance in high-
stakes assessments and in the classroom has prompted this exploration. Following a
substantial theoretical overview of the field, the issues are illustrated by two studies
that took place in the context of a reformed mathematics curriculum in England. One
study is of teachers’ informal classroom assessment practices; the other is of their inter-
pretation and evaluation of students’ formal written mathematical texts (i.e., responses
to mathematics problems). Results from both studies found that broadly similar
work could be interpreted differently by different teachers. The formation of teachers’
views of students and evaluation of their mathematical attainments appeared to be
influenced by surface features of students’ work and behavior and by individual
teachers’ prior expectations. We discuss and critique some approaches to improving
the quality and equity of teachers’ assessment.

Key Words:  Assessment; Communication; Equity/diversity; Reform in mathematics
education; Social and cultural issues; Teaching practice

Reform of assessment methods and regimes is currently a concern in many coun-
tries around the world, and there is much discussion about the design of assessment
tasks and systems that will provide valid and useful information for a variety of
purposes, from immediate feedback to teachers and individual students to large-
scale monitoring and evaluation of educational systems. In mathematics education,
as in other subject areas, reformers have focused on the development of authentic
or performance-based assessment of a broad spectrum of students’ mathematical
performance (e.g. Lesh & Lamon, 1992; Romberg, 1995; van den Heuvel-
Panhuizen, 1996), often proposing substantial involvement of teachers as asses-
sors of their own students (Black & Wiliam, 1998). The potentially positive influ-
ence of such assessment systems on the curriculum has also motivated reform (Bell,
Burkhardt, & Swan, 1992; Stephens & Money, 1993). Although we are broadly
in sympathy with the aims of such reform, we wish to raise some concerns about
the nature of teachers’ assessments of their students and the potential conse-
quences for equity. 

Journal for Research in Mathematics Education
2002, Vol. 33, No. 2, 78–110
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This paper arises from the United Kingdom1 context in which alternative forms
of assessing students’ mathematical progress, including assessment by teachers,
have been practiced alongside traditional methods for over twelve years. First, we
review the ways that issues of equity and fairness are addressed in the literature
on teachers’ assessments in mathematics. We then develop the view that all assess-
ment of mathematics is interpretative in nature and examine the classroom reality
of informal assessment and the difficulties that arise in teachers’ formal assessment
of extended written mathematical tasks. Theoretical arguments are illustrated by
reference to two independent empirical studies of teachers’ assessment practices.
Finally, we discuss some approaches to improving the quality of teachers’ assess-
ment practices.

Our concern with equity in assessment arises from the fact that the assessments
made of students at all levels of education can have far-reaching consequences in
their future lives. This is most obviously true in high-stakes assessments like the
General Certificate of Secondary Education (GCSE) examinations in England. The
results of such assessments are used explicitly for the differentiated allocation of
curriculum tracks and further educational and employment opportunities, thus
guiding students into different life paths. Similar uses are also made, however, of
even the most fleeting and informal judgment made by a teacher of a student in
the course of everyday work in the classroom. Although such assessments may not
be formally recorded or even reflected upon, they nevertheless play a part in
forming the educational future of individual students, often contributing to deci-
sions about differentiation of the available curriculum. Such judgments affect the
teacher’s short-term behavior towards the student (e.g., the feedback provided, or
the next task set) and influence the ways in which the teacher is likely to interpret
the student’s future performance (Walkerdine, 1988). Judgments that are based on
unsound assessments can lead to unfair or unjust decisions and consequent
inequitable treatment and opportunities for students. Such consequences of assess-
ment operate in addition to systemic inequities in allocation of resources, an issue
beyond the scope of this paper. 

The issue of equity in assessment has generally been addressed from the point
of view of attempting to ensure that all students are given equal opportunities to
display their achievements and that assessment instruments do not have any
systematic bias against particular social groups (see Gipps & Murphy, 1994, for a
thorough review and discussion). Powerful critiques of some traditional methods
of assessment in mathematics have identified the inequity inherent in them as well
as the poor quality of the information they provide (Burton, 1994; Niss, 1993;
Romberg, 1995). However, alternative assessment methods will not necessarily
reduce inequity. Winfield (1995) identifies a number of aspects of alternative

1 The curricula, assessment regimes, and approaches to teaching in the various countries that make
up the United Kingdom are very similar. However, they are subject to different regulations. The
studies reported in this article took place in England.
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assessments that can affect equity, including the relationship between the assess-
ment and the instructional conditions and possible mismatches between the expec-
tations of assessment tasks and the ways in which learners draw on their cultural
resources as they interpret them.  Moreover, Baker and O’Neil (1994) report the
concern of minority community groups about the potential for increased inequity
with the introduction of performance assessments because of the unfamiliarity of
the cultural contexts in which tasks may be set, a concern also raised by researchers
in relation to social class (e.g., Cooper & Dunne, 2000). In response to these
concerns, reformers have proposed multidimensional forms of assessment to allow
all students to demonstrate what they know and can do as well as to ensure that
the full range of mathematical objectives are addressed (de Lange, 1995; National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics [NCTM], 2000). It has also been suggested
that students’ own teachers are in the best position to ensure that assessment is equi-
table because “probing what students are thinking, being sensitive to their experi-
ences, and understanding how they perceive the assessment situation all contribute
to making equitable decisions about students’ learning.” (NCTM, 1995, p. 15).
Reformers argue that teachers can accumulate a multidimensional (and hence
more valid) view of students’ mathematics by assessing over time, using responses
to a variety of tasks in several situations, and having knowledge of the context within
which the student is working.

Our concern in this article is with inequity that arises not from the nature of assess-
ment tasks but at the point of interpretation of student performance by teachers.
This inequity may be comparative, in the sense that two students with similar math-
ematical understanding may be evaluated differently, or noncomparative, in the
sense that a student who has achieved a particular form of mathematical under-
standing is not recognized to have done so. Although the focus of this view of
inequity appears to be at the level of individual teachers’ assessment of individual
students, there is of course a strong possibility that some groups of students will
be systematically disadvantaged because the behaviors they display to their teacher-
assessors do not match those expected and valued as signs of achievement within
the dominant culture. We present examples drawn from two empirical investiga-
tions into the practices of teachers who had been trained to make judgments in a
criteria-referenced, multidimensional assessment system. These investigations
lead us to question whether “reliable measures of mathematical achievement,” as
proposed by Baxter, Shavelson, Herman, Brown, & Valadez (1993, p. 213), are
ever achievable and to identify some of the mechanisms of bona fide assessment
practices that may lead to inequity. 

RESEARCH ON TEACHERS’ INVOLVEMENT IN ASSESSMENT

By moving away from so-called objective tests as a major form of assessment
and introducing complex tasks that may be undertaken in a range of contexts, the
traditional notions of reliability and objectivity may not be applicable. It is thus
important to consider how fairness and equity may be conceptualized and achieved
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in different forms of assessment. A number of potential sources of inequity arising
from teacher involvement in assessment have been identified in the literature. 

Inconsistent Application of Standards

For assessment to be equitable, different assessors should apply the same stan-
dards. The difficulty in achieving this is well recognized, especially where the
assessment tasks are complex. In general, the response to this concern has been to
emphasize the importance of training teachers to assess consistently. (Borko,
Mayfield, Marion, Itexer, & Cumbo, 1997; Camp, 1993; Clarke, 1996). There is
some evidence that, with training and experience, a substantial degree of agree-
ment about standards of students’ work can be achieved among teacher-assessors.
In the field of English education, for example, teachers have had considerably more
experience in making qualitative judgments about students’ writing and acceptable
levels of agreement are regularly achieved, though doubts are still expressed about
the meaning of such judgments and the methods used to achieve them (see, for
example, Filer, 1993; Wyatt-Smith, 1999). In mathematics, Baxter et al. (1993)
report that different assessors can reach the same conclusion when assessing
complex writing about special tasks done in research situations, though they point
to the need for giving and marking (i.e., scoring) a wide range of tasks to allow for
students’ variable performance. However, assessor reliability found in research and
training situations may be explained by the artificiality of the assessment activity,
including the lack of accountability and the limited knowledge of the students, as
well as the effects that judgments and decisions may have on them (Gitomer, 1993).
Nevertheless, following five years of experience with large-scale portfolio assess-
ment in the United States, Koretz (1998) reports that consistency among raters of
eighth-grade mathematics portfolios improved “with refinements of rubrics and
training” (p. 320) from a correlation of .53 to a correlation of .89.

Agreement among teacher-assessors may be explained by the development of
shared constructs during the training and rating period (Roper & McNamara,
1993). Such constructs are not necessarily articulated by either the teachers or their
trainers, but are manifested in “agreed marks” (i.e., high rates of agreement), a
phenomenon described by Wiliam (1994) in relation to teachers assessing written
work in mathematics. As Wiliam states, “To put it crudely, it is not necessary for
the raters (or anybody else) to know what they are doing, only that they do it right”
(p. 60). However, the development of shared expectations of students’ work may
result both in “pathologizing” unusual and creative approaches to assessment
tasks and in stereotyping the tasks offered to students in order to maximize their
chances of meeting assessment criteria (Morgan, 1998; Wiliam, 1994; Wolf,
1990). 

Systematic Bias

The sort of training described above may address some of the inconsistencies
between assessors’ ratings but probably does not address systematic bias such as
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may occur in the relationships between minority students and their teachers (Baker
& O’Neil, 1994). For example, Cazden’s study of Black and White teachers’
responses to narratives produced by Black and White children suggests that the
cultural and linguistic expectations of teachers belonging to one racial group may
lead them to devalue the performance of students belonging to a different racial
group (Cazden, 1988). Kraiger and Ford (1985) suggest that there are consistent
differences in the ways that people assess members of different racial groups—
differences that may not disappear even after training has increased general consis-
tency. In a large-scale comparison between teacher assessments and standard tests
of National Curriculum levels of students in England and Wales at Key Stage 1
(age 7), Thomas, Madaus, Raczek, and Smees (1998) found that students with
special educational needs, those receiving free school meals (a surrogate measure
of low socioeconomic group status), and those with English as a second language
demonstrated lower achievement than others when assessed using written tests, but
appeared to be even more disadvantaged when assessed by their teachers in
“authentic” situations. Thomas et al. conclude that “certain aspects of how teachers
judge student outcomes in the National Curriculum need to be examined in more
detail. Indeed … findings suggest the possibility of systematic teacher bias” (p. 231).
This finding was confirmed in a more recent study by Reeves, Boyle, & Christie
(2001), in which they conclude that teachers consistently underestimate the attain-
ment of those who have already been identified as having special educational needs.
Thus, based on evidence from research studies, the presence of systematic bias
demonstrates that increased reliability does not ensure equity.

Poorly Designed Tasks 

The quality and consistency of teachers’ informal assessment of their students
are also dependent on the quality of the tasks used. This issue has been identified
as a concern by several authors (e.g., Clarke, 1996).  Senk, Beckman, and Thompson
(1997) examined the kinds of assessment task used in 19 classrooms and found that,
in general, teachers selected low-level abstract tasks that did not reflect the aims
of reform curricula. Such a mismatch is likely to disadvantage those students
whose achievements are stronger in reform aspects of the curriculum, restricting
their opportunities to show what they can do.  Advocates of recent reforms in
curricula and assessment methods (e.g., Romberg & Wilson, 1995) propose that
tasks designed to value students’ demonstrations of what they know and can do
are more in keeping with the aims of reform curricula than those that penalize them
for what they do not know or cannot do. Such tasks are often practical, extended,
and exploratory in nature, and are usually accompanied by specific and flexible
marking (or scoring) criteria (Leder, 1992; Romberg, 1995; van den Heuvel-
Panhuizen, 1996). Assessment methods based on practical or exploratory tasks have
the potential to provide information that cannot be obtained from written tests. They
may also serve to focus teachers’ attention on specific aspects of mathematical
performance rather than on general impressions, thus possibly avoiding inequitable
judgments arising from teachers’ preconceptions about their students. 
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Training teachers in the design and use of assessment tasks has also been
proposed as a means of improving the quality of assessments (Clarke, 1996; Senk
et al., 1997). In the United Kingdom, however, even after ten years of teaching and
assessment reform and its associated training, Torrance and Pryor (1998) express
concern about the methods used by teachers in formative assessment, including
ambiguous questioning and tasks that are poorly focused on the subject matter. 

There are also practical difficulties in giving specially designed assessment
tasks to a whole class and monitoring each student’s performance unless only
written records are assessed (Barr & Cheong, 1995, p. 180). Administration of
special tasks makes comparisons between different assessment environments diffi-
cult. These tasks do not take into account all of a student’s mathematical achieve-
ments, nor are they useful for comparative purposes, because their meaning is
dependent on interpretation and the specific context. None of these problems
makes special tasks unjust in themselves, but such difficulties limit the uses to which
the assessment outcomes can be put.

Studying Teachers’ Assessment Practices

Although studies of the results of assessments can reveal inequity, they cannot
tell us how this arises. Moreover, as Marshall and Thompson (1994) remark,
results of assessments in research situations, with trained markers (raters), selected
teachers, and in some cases artificial test situations, do not necessarily tell much
about assessment in classrooms. In a more natural setting, Saxe, Gearhart, Franke,
Howard, and Crockett (1999) have analyzed the changes in, and relationships
between, the forms and functions of assessment used by teachers as they respond
to pressures for reformed curriculum and assessment in the United States and
suggest that teachers may not assess complex performance systematically. Most
other studies of teachers’ involvement in assessment (e.g., Gipps, Brown,
McCallum, & McAlister, 1995; Senk et al., 1997; Stables, Tanner, & Parkinson,
1995) tend to be concerned with the assignment of grades as a result of formal,
summative teachers’ assessments, the ways teachers interpret procedures for
assessing, recording and reporting, and their underlying beliefs about teaching and
assessment rather than with the processes of interpreting student performance. 

A notable exception is the comprehensive ethnography undertaken by Filer and
Pollard (2000), which describes how different teachers formed different relation-
ships with one student during her progress through primary school and formed
correspondingly different assessments of her capabilities and achievement. In the
context of secondary school mathematics, Rapaille’s (1986) analysis of mathematics
teachers’ assessment practices suggests that the same teacher could allocate
different marks to similar answers from students depending on the images of the
individual students that the teacher had already formed. As Mavrommatis (1997)
remarks in his discussion of classroom assessment in Greek primary schools, the
implicit and “covert” nature of much teacher assessment makes it particularly diffi-
cult to research (p. 383).
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THE INTERPRETATIVE NATURE OF ASSESSMENT

When teachers assess the texts produced by students, they read in an interpreta-
tive and contextualized way, relying on what Barr and Cheong (1995) term “profes-
sional judgement” (p. 177) to infer meaning in terms of the students’ mathematical
attainments. We are using the term “text” to refer to any verbal or nonverbal
behavior that is taken by a teacher to indicate some form of mathematical attain-
ment (or a lack of attainment). Thus, we include written and oral language in
response to tasks set by the teacher or produced spontaneously by the student; we
also include other signs such as drawings, gestures, and facial expressions, all of
which may be read and interpreted by teachers as evidence of mathematical under-
standing. The teachers’ professional judgment is formed not only from their knowl-
edge of the current circumstances but also from the resources they bring to bear as
they “read” the students’ mathematical performance from these texts. These “reader
resources” (Fairclough, 1989) arise from the teachers’ personal, social, and cultural
history and from their current positioning within a particular discourse. The profes-
sional enculturation of teachers seems likely to ensure a certain degree of common
resource. Each individual act of assessment, however, takes place within a context
that calls on teacher-assessors to make use of individual, as well as collective,
resources. In teacher assessment of mathematics such resources include: 

1. Teachers’ personal knowledge of mathematics and the curriculum, including
affective aspects of their personal mathematics history. For example, Watson
(1999) describes a teacher who, having approached mathematics when at school
in a way that had often been unusual compared to those of her classmates, was more
willing than her colleagues to accept unusual methods from her students.

2. Teachers’ beliefs about the nature of mathematics, and how these relate to assess-
ment. Even when teachers are using the same method of assessment, its charac-
teristics can vary substantially in practice among teachers who have different
mathematical and curricular priorities (see, for example, Heid, Blume, Zbiek, &
Edwards, 1999).

3. Teachers’ expectations about how mathematical knowledge can be communi-
cated. Individual teachers may also have particular preferences for particular
modes of communication as indicators of understanding. Thus, what appears
salient to one teacher may not to another (Morgan, 1998; Watson, 1999). 

4. Teachers’ experience and expectations of students and classrooms in general.
Teachers’ expectations about students’ mathematical learning may be influenced
by their existing notions of how a “good mathematics student” might behave, on
the basis of evidence of nonmathematical aspects of behavior, social skills, gender,
and social class background (McIntyre, Morrison, & Sutherland, 1966; Walkerdine,
1988).

5. Teachers’ experience, impressions, and expectations of individual students. Early
impressions are crucially important in the teacher’s accumulation of information
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about each student as these form a starting point for an ensuing cycle of interac-
tion and interpretation (Nash, 1976).

6. Teachers’ linguistic skills and cultural background. Mismatches between
teachers’ and students’ language and culture are associated with lower evaluations
of student performance (Bourdieu, Passeron, & Martin, 1994; Cazden, 1988;
Kraiger & Ford, 1985).

Teachers may adopt a range of positions in relation to their students, other
teachers and external authorities (Morgan, 1998; Morgan, Tsatsaroni, & Lerman,
forthcoming). Different positionings (cf. Evans, 2000; Walkerdine, 1988) are
likely to give rise to the use of different sets of reader resources and hence to
different actions and judgments by different teachers or by a single teacher at
different times in different circumstances.   

Teachers’ Construction of Knowledge About Students’ Mathematics

What we have described above is a set of predispositions and experiences with
which teachers approach the task of constructing their knowledge of students. The
constructivist paradigm of much mathematics education research and curriculum
development has led to recognition of students as active constructors of mathe-
matical knowledge. There is also some recognition that teachers construct their
knowledge of children’s understanding (see Confrey, 1990; Simon, 1995) and that
this does not necessarily coincide with some actual understanding. As von
Glasersfeld (2000) says, “What we are talking about is but our construction of the
child, and that this construction is made on the basis of our own experience and
colored by our goals and expectations” (p.8). Cobb, Wood, and Yackel (1990) make
clear that a teacher has to interpret classroom events and that the teacher is a learner,
in general terms, about children’s understandings. They found that teachers
constructed knowledge about learning in general but made only tentative comments
about individuals, treating these as working hypotheses rather than as assessments
that could contribute to curriculum decisions or summative statements for an
external audience. However, little research on assessment in mathematics educa-
tion has focused on the teacher-assessor as an active constructor of knowledge about
students’ mathematical knowledge or acknowledged the essentially interpretative
nature of the act of assessment. 

INTRODUCTION TO THE TWO STUDIES

We present here examples from two studies of teachers’ assessment practices,
focusing on the question of how teachers interpret students’ performance both in
the classroom and in written exploratory assessment tasks. The two studies we
describe and illustrate do not attempt to address the issue of systematic disadvan-
taging of social groups but focus on describing the mechanisms by which teachers’
interpretations of student behavior are made and identifying sources of difference
in those interpretations that have the potential to lead to inequity.
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The two independently conceived but complementary research programs from
which we draw our examples emerged from concerns about the consequences of
particular methods of assessment for equity and with the quality of teachers’
expertise as assessors when working with students in their own classrooms.
Through close investigation of teachers’ assessment practices—both formal and
informal—and through interrogation of theories of interaction and interpersonal
judgments, we conclude that a conventional notion of reliability is inappropriate
when considering teacher assessment and, instead, we raise issues to be consid-
ered by the mathematics education community.  Study A looks at teachers’ assess-
ment judgments made informally in the course of everyday teaching; Study B
addresses the teacher-assessed component of a high-stakes examination. Both
studies are located within interpretative paradigms on two levels: first, the teacher-
assessor is conceived as interpreting the actions and utterances of the students;
second, the researcher interprets the actions and utterances that the teachers make
about the students (Eisenhart, 1988; Mellin-Olsen, 1993). Attention is focused on
the possible meanings of the externally observable phenomena of students’ math-
ematics and the ways in which teachers interpreted these. The researcher does not
have privileged access to a so-called correct knowledge of the students.

Both studies originated within the national assessment system in England. This
system is statutory for schools receiving public funding. Although the particular
national context necessarily affects the detail of the teacher-assessor practices that
we describe, our analyses are intended to illuminate much broader issues. 

The Context of Assessment Systems in England

Teachers’ roles as assessors in England are multiple; they assess in order to
support the learning of their students, to help their students achieve good qualifi-
cations, to optimize summative results for their school, and to provide evidence
for accountability. Though routine skills are largely assessed by written tests,
teachers are also centrally involved in assessing the ways in which their students
approach mathematical problems investigate and communicate mathematics, plan
their work, and use and apply mathematics in nonmathematical, as well as math-
ematical, situations. High-stakes assessments are made by externally assessed
examinations combined with teacher assessments. The results of these assessments
are reported to parents and to the national Qualifications and Curriculum Authority.
They are also used to compile “league tables,” which are published each year and
rank schools according to their assessment results. 

The results of Key Stage Tests (scored by examiners employed directly by the
national Qualifications and Curriculum Authority) are reported for students at ages
7, 11, and 14, alongside assessments provided by teachers, on the basis of the
students’ everyday work in class. The grade that students achieve at age 16 in the
General Certificate of Secondary Examination (GCSE) combines scores on written
examinations, assessed by examiners employed by national examination boards,
and scores on reports of investigative problem solving, assessed by the students’
own teachers. At all stages, teacher assessment is criteria-referenced, using descrip-
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tors of levels of attainment in each of the four areas of the National Curriculum
(Using and Applying Mathematics; Number and Algebra; Shape, Space, and
Measures; and Handling Data). At GCSE, the parts of the descriptors of attainment
in Using and Applying Mathematics relevant to investigative problem solving tasks
are elaborated in greater detail (see Appendix A), and performance indicators related
to specific tasks are also provided.

Open-ended explorations, with emphases on mathematical thinking, group work,
discussion and extended written tasks, have been common and expected practice
in mathematics teaching in England and other parts of the United Kingdom, in both
primary and secondary phases, for many years. We are not claiming that all
teachers teach in these ways, but we want to avoid drawing a distinction between
traditional and reform methods because these coexist, even in the same classroom.
For example, a teacher might use open-ended, student-centered methods yet assess
learning through pencil-and-paper tests. Likewise, a teacher may teach predomi-
nately through teacher exposition and drill and practice but also include occasional
investigative tasks in his or her repertoire. Such methods are now statutory as part
of the National Curriculum introduced in 1989 and have been formally assessed
as part of the GCSE examination since 1988, and they are also the product of gradual
development over the last 30 years. 

Training in assessment was given to all practicing secondary teachers when
the GCSE started and to both primary and secondary teachers when the National
Curriculum was introduced. In-service training, which has been in progress
since the late 1980s, continues to be available. This takes the form of exercises
in interpreting criteria, exercises in grading work of various kinds, agreement
trials (in which teachers grade the same pieces of work independently and then
meet in order to achieve agreement), and role-playing moderation procedures.
New teachers learn about the statutory instruments and criteria in their preser-
vice courses and are inducted into assessment practices in school through regular
moderation discussions, in which a group of teachers examines and discusses
samples of students’ work in order to reach agreement about the grades that should
be awarded. Teachers’ assessment practices are expected to conform to national
standards and are regularly inspected by government agencies. This well-estab-
lished system therefore provides an important source of experience for countries
whose curriculum changes are more recent than those in the United Kingdom.

The two studies reported here each took place toward the end of a period of
adaptation to the new requirements, by which time all aspects of the GCSE and
National Curriculum assessment systems were fully operational and teachers had
all been trained in the assessment procedures and had been teaching and assessing
in relevant ways for several years. All teachers in both studies had been trained
in interpretation of criteria, continuous and authentic assessment, and modera-
tion procedures. Although some had been involved in curriculum projects or other
innovative work that may have led to, or presaged, national changes, others had
not and may have been assessing in these ways largely because of  the statutory
requirements. If the teachers had been introduced to the assessment procedures
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2 At this time in the United Kingdom, getting informed consent to study individual students was not
a requirement. The school authorities, the teacher, and the researcher agreed that it would be counter-
productive to do so. It was decided that greater good would be achieved by pursuing the research this
way than by informing the students and hence making the situation more artificial.

more recently, we might be inclined to conceive of any problems in their prac-
tice as the result of inexperience or inadequate training. Given the extent of the
teachers’ experience and training, however, we see the issues that arise from the
studies as having a more general significance for systems involving assessment
by teachers. For each study, we describe the methods used, provide and discuss
an illustrative example, and outline further issues arising from the studies.

Study A: A Teacher’s Constructions of Views of Students’ Mathematics

The aim of Study A was to understand  the ways in which teachers might accu-
mulate and interpret their experience with students in mathematics classrooms, not
only during formal assessment situations but also during normal day-to-day activity,
and to critique the robustness of the ways in which the teachers formed their
assessment judgments (Watson, 1995, 1998a). This study therefore goes some way
towards dealing with the lack of research noted by Marshall and Thompson (1994)
and provides an English perspective on the work of Senk et al. (1997). 

In a previous study involving 30 teachers, Watson (1999) found that most of the
teachers used a combination of record-keeping and personal recollection as the basis
for their assessments. They spoke of “getting to know” their students as an essen-
tial contributor to assessment, and of using more formal assessment as one part of
the process of “getting to know” students. They made summative assessments partly
by personal recollection, a process which some of them, who were aware of the
flaws of paper-and-pencil testing, regarded as a much fairer method. 

Study A was designed to look in more depth at assessment processes in the class-
room. Two teachers were each “getting to know” new students in Year 7, the first
year of secondary education. The teachers each had in excess of 10 years’ expe-
rience, both were well qualified to teach mathematics and had been using activity-
based classroom approaches involving group work and discussion, extended
work, and so on, for several years.  Both teachers kept their repertoires up-to-date
by attending out-of-school meetings and reading journals. They were fully
involved in the study, knowing that its purpose was to find out more about how
they developed their personal views of students and whether other views might
be possible. Both teachers intended to accumulate knowledge of their students’
mathematics performance over time, rather than substituting tests and special tasks
for their intended holistic assessment style (Firestone, Winter, & Fitz, 2000).

In each class, the teacher and researcher together selected a small number of target
students, none of whom initially appeared to represent extremes of attainment within
the group. The target students were not told of their special role in the study, but
both classes were aware that research was in progress about how mathematics was
taught in their school.2 The researcher observed one lesson a week with each
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teacher during the first term with the new class and took detailed field notes. All
public utterances by the target students in the observed lessons and some one-to-
one interactions with them were noted; all written work produced by each student
during the term was photocopied and kept as data; and behavior and actions were
observed and noted using systematic observation punctuated with records of
complete incidents. It was not possible to tape-record the target students, because
they had to be unaware of their role, but it was possible to take written notes of all
their public verbal comments and some of their other interactions.  The researcher
recorded what each target student was doing every few minutes. However, if one
student was speaking or interacting with the teacher or doing some practical task,
observations were made of the entire episode until the student returned to some
continuous behavior such as doing exercises or listening to the teacher, when
systematic observation would resume. After each lesson, the teacher and researcher
would briefly discuss their views of incidents during the lesson, and field notes were
taken during this discussion. Classroom field notes were copied for the teacher every
three weeks, and there were two lengthy tape-recorded formal meetings during the
term when all evidence was shared and discussed. The researcher, by virtue of
watching the target students primarily, generally saw more of each one’s actions,
and saw these in more detail, during the observed lessons than the teacher did;
however, the teacher had access to observational evidence from other lessons
when the researcher was not present.

In the oral domain, the teacher’s and researcher’s experience overlapped but did
not coincide. The researcher was aware of some utterances by students that were
not noticed by the teacher, but the teacher again had access to evidence from other
lessons. The students’ written work was included in the discussion between teacher
and researcher. In the written domain, teacher and researcher had the same evidence,
including that from unobserved lessons, although in the case of the observed
students, the researcher sometimes knew more about what the students had achieved
but not written down, or what had preceded their written work. Both teachers in
Study A were reluctant to use written work as a dominant source of evidence for
students’ mathematical prowess, particularly as they have to report on students’
mathematical thinking, which might not be expressed—or expressible—in writing.
In discussion, the teachers always contextualized written work by referring to what
they knew about the circumstances of its production. The researcher also adopted
this approach, accepting that the part that written work played in teachers’ informal
assessments appeared to be minor during the stage of the year when teachers were
getting to know their students. 

The regular discussions and formal meetings took the form of sharing data and
impressions. At the formal meetings, participants gave a summary of their views
of the students’ mathematical strengths and weaknesses and described the data that
they believed had led to these views. The researcher reconstructed episodes by juxta-
posing the written work produced during or between the same lessons alongside
records of what students said, did, and wrote. Then the complete data set was scru-
tinized, and alternative interpretations of the significance of different features
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were discussed. The aim was neither to end up with the same view nor to generate
a summative view but to explore differences and to attempt to explain why they
arose. Both the researcher’s and teachers’ views would influence each other, and
this was regarded as both inevitable and ethically desirable from the point of view
of the students and the research participants.

Watson (1998a) gives further details of the collection and analysis of data, but
for the purposes of this article, a summary of one case study highlights the kinds
of problems that emerged. The following case of one 12-year-old student, Sandra,3

illustrates ways in which the teachers’ and researcher’s observations and inter-
pretations differed. Data about Sandra’s behavior and utterances were extracted
chronologically from the entire data set. The explicit aim of the discussions
between teacher and researcher was to identify differences between what the two
of them thought about Sandra and how these views had arisen. The key incidents
arising from this discussion were those that supplied data suggesting different views
or that stimulated the participants to talk about what may have influenced their
views. The next sections of this article illustrate what emerged about Sandra
during the formal meetings, focusing on two important areas of Sandra’s mathe-
matical achievement: mental arithmetic and mathematical thinking and problem
solving.

Mental arithmetic.  In verbal feedback sessions on arithmetic review questions
done at home, Sandra frequently called out answers, waving excitedly and noisily
when she wanted to contribute. Nearly all her enthusiastic contributions arose from
work done at home (possibly with help from her parents; see episode below) or,
very occasionally, from discussions with the teacher. The researcher noted that
Sandra regularly changed her written answers in every lesson observed. The
teacher was aware that she had altered some but did not know that she did so as
frequently as was recorded in the field notes. As recorded in the researcher’s field
notes, the following episode, which took place in a whole-class session where
students were giving answers to arithmetic homework, was typical of Sandra’s
behavior: 

Teacher: What is the product of 125 and 100?
Sandra [calls out]: 225.
[Teacher thanks her but explains she has given the sum.]
Sandra [audible to the researcher but not to the teacher]: 

But my mum says ... [then inaudible]
Teacher [eventually, after getting answers from others]: 

12500.
Sandra [loudly]: Oh! that’s what I had!

For later questions, Sandra calls out about half the answers correctly, but for the
others, she changes the answers in her book.  Maintaining a bouncy demeanor, she
calls out at the end of the feedback, “I got nearly all right.” After the lesson, the

3 All students’ and teachers’ names in this article are pseudonyms.
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teacher commented that Sandra and one other student had done better than the others
on these questions, which was his view at that time.

The researcher noted that Sandra used her fingers when doing subtractions of small
numbers in situations where a competent arithmetician would be likely to have
known number bonds or to have developed some patterning strategies. The teacher
had not seen this at all and said that his assessment of her competence in arithmetic—
initially low based on results from a paper-and-pencil test—had risen to a relatively
high level as a result of her oral contributions in class. The researcher saw a pattern
to her oral contributions that the teacher did not, or could not, see.  It was the pattern
and circumstances of the contributions, rather than their quantity or nature, that indi-
cated a contrast between Sandra’s arithmetical abilities and her desire to be good
with calculations. The teacher had a view that Sandra was mainly good at mental
arithmetic, changing wrong answers in order to keep her confidence up, and assessed
her as relatively strong in that area of mathematics. The researcher’s view was that
Sandra wanted to appear to be good but was regularly making and hiding errors that
were not appearing in her final written work. If the teacher had been able to spend
one-to-one time with Sandra, a situation that was impossible in a class of 30
students, these differences might have been explored further. Meanwhile, however,
he had not assessed her as needing any particular help with arithmetic.

Mathematical thinking.  In contrast to his view that Sandra was reasonably
good at arithmetic, the teacher’s perception was that Sandra was relatively weak
in her ability to think mathematically while using and applying mathematics or when
tackling new ideas, such as in exploratory work designed to allow the teacher to
assess mathematical processes. However, the researcher observed several occasions
when Sandra appeared to use mathematical thinking skills. For example, she was
initially unsuccessful in making a rectangle with pentomino jigsaw pieces when
using counting squares as a strategy. The teacher attempted to help her organize
her counting method, but eventually she independently constructed another
approach using an appropriate width and length as constraints within which to work
successfully. During this time, she worked alone except when the teacher helped
her to count. Nevertheless, later in the term, he said that she “doesn’t see new ways
of doing stuff.”

In a lesson involving algebraic generalization of patterns made from strings of
colored cubes, Sandra was working with a repeating sequence of three white cubes
followed by one black cube. She called the teacher to her and said, “I’m trying to
find out the reason why on a 2 it would be white, on 4 it would be black, on 6 it would
be white and so on. So on 10 it would be white. So white occurs every other number.
I don’t know how to write that.”  Teacher said yes and then walked away.   When
asked about this later, he was unable to recall the incident but supposed that he had
been happy with the verbal generalization and had not thought it worth pushing her
further to an algebraic representation or that other students had needed him.

There were several other incidents in which Sandra appeared to do little except
when the teacher was with her, and he commented to the researcher that “she always
seems to have her hand up when I go past her.”  Nevertheless, some observations
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suggested that she might be able to devise strategies, reuse strategies she had found
effective in the past, describe patterns, and make conjectures resulting from pattern.
The mismatch between the teacher’s evaluation of Sandra’s mathematical thinking
as low level and dependent on his help and the researcher’s interpretations that she
had shown in some circumstances some features of mathematical thinking could
suggest that the teacher had helped her to achieve progress in these areas but had
not yet noticed this. Alternatively, it may be that he was always underestimating
her thinking because the only times he had noticed it were in the context of her
requests for help. It is also possible that the incidents observed by the researcher
were atypical because not every lesson was observed. However, in Sandra’s case,
the teacher believed that discussing these incidents with the researcher had been
useful, giving him further evidence for his evaluations, and he later observed and
reported some similar incidents in which he, too, had noticed that she could think
on a more abstract level. In some written work near the end of the term, Sandra
had successfully drawn some complicated 3-D shapes constructed of interlocking
cubes, a task which had involved imagery and reasoning as well as observation,
and which few other students had managed.  In this case, the teacher was able to
say that he knew this work had been produced by Sandra on her own without direct
help, but with frequent affirmation from him.

Relative to the researcher, therefore, the teacher initially appeared to overesti-
mate Sandra’s skills in mental arithmetic, the area of her mathematics achievement
about which Sandra most wanted to impress him, and to underestimate her skills
of reasoning, perhaps because she demonstrated less confidence about them or had
less opportunity to articulate them, or perhaps because she created a negative
impression by asking for help frequently. The teacher, seeing her work always in
the context of what the rest of the class did and what his own expectations of her
were, made a judgment that was comparative to what she had done before and to
the rest of the class. But “what she had done before” included creating an impres-
sion in his mind; therefore, his judgments were relative to the picture already
formed.4 In this case, the teacher had already changed his mind once about Sandra
because of a dramatic difference between a low entry test result and her confident
demeanor in the classroom. He was slow to change his opinion again, even in the
light of accumulating evidence, because what he saw could be explained in the
context of his current view. Only when he had the chance to reflect on evidence
presented as a sequence of similar incidents could he begin to review her strengths
and weaknesses in mathematics. In general, we contend that initial impressions are
likely to change only when it is not possible to explain later behavior in a way that
is consistent with those impressions. Because any piece of evidence can be
explained in multiple ways, the explanation most likely to be chosen is that which
seems most natural in the light of existing theories and resources.

4The teacher has seen this analysis and accepts that it is not a criticism of his practice but rather a
description of aspects of Sandra’s work and the problems of informal judgment of which he was not
aware.
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This case illustrates several important features: the strong influence of and
tendency to cling to impressions and the strong influence of obviously positive or
negative behavior. To summarize, it suggests that teachers might also be influenced
by: (a) seeing, or failing to see, patterns in responses and behavior, as shown in
the differences between the teacher’s and researcher’s impressions; (b) types and
patterns of behavior being overrepresented or underrepresented in the teacher’s
mental picture; (c) students’ strong or weak social skills, such as Sandra’s ability
to attract the teacher’s attention; (d) comparisons to early impressions, such as
Sandra’s enthusiasm about arithmetic; (e) time constraints that prevent a full
exploration of a student’s mathematics, as illustrated in the teacher’s comment about
having other students who needed him; (f) inability to see and use all the details
that occur in classrooms, such as Sandra’s finger-counting.

Similar influences were found in nearly all the ten cases of students studied in
two classrooms (Watson, 1998a, 1998b), and similar results have also been reported
by Ball (1997). In no sense are we suggesting that there is a true view of the student
to be achieved or that the researcher is correct and the teacher is wrong. The
outcomes of the study do not support these assumptions. On the contrary, the study
suggests that informal assessments, including those that furnish information for
summative assessments of performance, are inevitably and unavoidably influ-
enced by a variety of factors that may have little to do with mathematical achieve-
ment. Of course, all these influences are acting also on the researcher, who is busy
constructing her view of someone else’s practice. So if “information about some
aspects of mathematical performance as it is now conceived is best gained through
observation” (Morony & Olssen, 1994, p. 397), then it is important to recognize
that the partial and interpretative nature of classroom observation leads people to
form legitimately different views even about standard tasks. 

It may, however, be tempting to try to prevent bias in informal assessment from
entering the formal process by making written work the only source of evidence.
One may argue that such work, when it includes written reports of open-ended and
extended problem solving and mathematical investigation, allows for the assess-
ment of aspects of mathematical performance that cannot be assessed in timed tests
(Black & Wiliam, 1998). Teachers’ interpretation of written mathematics was the
focus of Study B.

Study B: Teacher Assessment of Written Mathematics in a High-Stakes Context

The second study was set in the context of the GCSE examination for students
aged 16+ in England. The 1988 reform of the public examination system introduced
a component of coursework, completed in class and at home and assessed by
students’ own teachers, along with a more traditional timed examination assessed
by external examiners employed by national examination boards. The coursework
component, which at the time of its introduction could count for up to 100% of the
GCSE but is now restricted to only 20%, most commonly takes the form of reports
of one or more extended investigative tasks. These reports are intended to include
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evidence of the mathematical processes that students have used (e.g., systematizing,
observing, conjecturing, generalizing, and justifying) as well as the results of their
investigation. These tasks thus involve students in producing sometimes lengthy
written reports. It is, however, widely accepted that many students find it difficult
to produce acceptable written evidence of their mathematical achievement (see, for
example, Bloomfield, 1987).

Coursework tasks are assessed by students’ own teachers, using a standard set of
criteria of mathematical processes (see Appendix A), which are applied to all tasks.
Because the set tasks allow students to choose the methods they will use and
encourage some elements of original problem posing, it is difficult to provide more
task-specific criteria (see Wiliam, 1994, for a discussion of assessment methods for
this type of task). In practice, some examination boards publish task-specific
“Performance Indicators” that describe the features of student work at various levels,
but these are only meant to be illustrative of possible approaches to the task, and
teachers are advised that “the Performance Indicators are only a guide and may need
to be modified by the teacher in the light of specific individual cases” (Edexcel, 1999,
p.8).

The original purpose of Study B was to investigate the forms of writing that
students produced when presenting reports of extended investigative work for high-
stakes assessments and to consider the match or mismatch between student writing
and the forms of mathematical writing valued by their teacher-assessors (Morgan,
1995, 1998).  A sample of three students’ texts (written reports of their investiga-
tive work) was selected for each of two coursework tasks containing a range of
linguistic characteristics (see Morgan, 1995, for details of the analysis and selec-
tion of these texts). Eleven experienced teachers from five secondary schools each
read and evaluated the texts for one of the tasks during individual interviews. Before
the interview, they were given time to work on the task themselves and to consider
what they would look for when assessing it. The teachers were all experienced in
using the general criteria for assessing such tasks, and these criteria were available
for them to refer to if they wished. They were then prompted to think aloud as they
read the students’ texts and were encouraged to explain their judgments.  Although
we cannot assume that such an interview setting provides an authentic example of
assessment practice, it does provide insight into the resources and strategies that
teachers can use to make and justify evaluations of students’ work and into the range
of possible variation between them. Although some of the teachers expressed a lack
of certainty about the “correctness” of the grades that they eventually allocated to
the students’ work, all tackled the task of assessment with confidence, appearing
to be engaging in a familiar activity. Analysis of the interviews explored the
teachers’ assessment practices, identifying the features of the texts that the teachers
attended to and the values that came into play as they formed judgments about the
texts and about the student writers. Different teachers’ readings of some sections
of text were also compared in detail. 

Most of the teachers had been promoted within their schools, holding posts as
head or deputy head of a mathematics department or with other specified curric-
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ular, pastoral,5 or administrative responsibilities in addition to their teaching. Their
positions and duties suggested that they were acknowledged as competent within
their school communities. All had been trained in the use of the common set of
criteria, were experienced in applying these criteria to their own students’ work,
and had participated in moderation processes both within their own schools and in
relation to the decisions of external moderators employed by the examination
boards. Their use of the language of the criteria during the interviews provided
evidence of this familiarity. 

The issue that we wish to consider here is the diversity that was discovered in
the meanings and evaluations that different teachers constructed from the same
texts. Given the small number of teachers and student texts involved, it is not appro-
priate to attempt to quantify the differences in the grades assigned to individual
student texts, beyond commenting that, whereas the grades were consistent for some
texts, they differed substantially for others. In one case, the same text was ranked
highest (of a set of three texts) by some teachers and lowest by others and was
assigned grades ranging from B to E where the possible grades ranged from A
(highest) to G (lowest). We are more concerned here with how such differences
may arise than with the differences themselves, and we present a single case study
that illustrates one source of variation: the sense made by teachers of the mathe-
matical content of a text. This example illustrates the ways in which teachers reading
with different resources (including different prior experiences, knowledge, beliefs,
and priorities) can arrive at very different judgments about the same student.

The task “Topples” involved investigating piles built of rods of increasing
lengths, seeking a relationship between the length of the rod at the bottom of the
pile and the length of the first rod that would make the pile topple over (see Figure
1). This task was one of a set provided by the official examination board for the

5 Pastoral responsibilities include duties that American educators usually label as guidance or coun-
seling activities. Teachers in the United Kingdom who have pastoral responsibilities may be called on
to act as liaisons with parents, other caregivers, and social services; may play senior roles in discipli-
nary procedures within their schools; and may coordinate information from other teachers in order to
monitor the overall behavior and performance of individual students.

Figure 1. A pile of rods (the next rod might make the pile ‘topple’).
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Steven had found the formula (A + A) + �A� + b, where A = the length of 
 2

the rod at the base of the pile, and used it to calculate the length of the rod
that would topple a pile that started with a rod of length 100 units:

(100 + 100) = 200                                  �100� = 50
 2

200 + 50 = 250

250 would be the one at which the pile would topple.

An alternative way to do this would be to take the result of a pile
starting at 10 and multiply it by 10.

(10 + 10) = 20                     �10 � = 5
 2

e.g. 20 + 5 = 25

or you could even take the basic result 1 without rounding it up, and
you could multiply it by 100:

(1 + 1) = 2                    �1� = 0.5
 2

e.g. 2 + 0.5 = 2.5

2.5 × 100 = 250

Figure 2. Steven’s alternative method.

specific purpose of allowing students to meet the general criteria for the course-
work component of the GCSE (see Appendix A). The full text of the task is in
Appendix B, and the performance indicators for this task are in Appendix C.

One student, Steven, completed the early parts of the task with results similar to
those of many other students. He had built several piles of rods and found the length
of the “topple rod” for piles of rods with bases of lengths from 1 to 10 units. He
had tabulated his results and used the pattern in his empirical results to derive a
formula relating the length of the “topple rod” to the length of the rod at the base
of the pile. Having shown that he could use this formula to find the length of the
“topple rod” for piles starting with rods longer than those he had available to build
with, he then presented an alternative method for finding results for piles starting
with long rods by scaling up his results for piles starting with short rods, illustrating
this method by taking the result for a pile starting with a rod 10 units long and multi-
plying it by 10 to find the result for a pile starting with a rod 100 units long (Figure
2). The original formula and the work preceding this were similar to those produced
by other students and their validity was not questioned by any of the teacher-readers.
We are interested here only in the alternative method (which begins with “An alter-
native way to do this ...” in Figure 2), which was unique to Steven’s report.
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No further justification of this method appeared in the text, which, in particular,
gave no indication of how Steven had derived it.  In order to evaluate Steven’s work,
each teacher-reader constructed his or her own understanding not only of the
method itself but also of the means by which Steven might have derived it and of
his level of mathematical achievement. The following extracts from interviews with
three teachers (called here Charles, Grant, and Harry) who read this section of
Steven’s work illustrate how different these understandings can be.

Charles: Um OK, so I mean he’s found the rule and he’s quite successfully used it from
what I can see to make predictions about what’s going to happen for things
that he obviously can’t set up. So that shows that he understands the formula
which he’s come up with quite well, I think. There’s also found some sort of
linearity in the results whereby he can just multiply up numbers. Which again
shows quite a good understanding of the problem I think.

Charles recognizes the mathematical validity of the alternative method, relating
it to the linearity of the relationship between the variables. He takes this as a sign
that the student has “come up with” the formula as a result of understanding the
linearity of the situation. This results in a positive evaluation of Steven’s mathe-
matical understanding. 

Grant: It’s interesting that the next part works. I don’t know if it works for everything
or it just works for this, but he’s spotted it and again he hasn’t really looked
into it any further. He’s done it for one case but whether it would work for any
other case is, er, I don’t know. He hasn’t looked into it … And he’s used it in
the next part, er, used th- this multiplying section in the next part, and it’s just
a knowledge of number that’s got him there, I think, intuition whatever. He
may have guessed at a few and found one that works for it.

Grant appears less confident about the mathematical validity of the alternative
formula, expressing uncertainty about whether the method would work in general.
Perhaps because of this uncertainty, his narrative explaining how Steven might have
arrived at the method devalues this student’s achievement, suggesting that the
processes involved were not really mathematical: “spotting” the method, not
looking into it properly, guessing, using “just a knowledge of number” or intuition.
Steven is clearly not being given credit either for the result itself or for the processes
that he may have gone through in order to arrive at it.

Harry: And he’s got another formula here…. I don’t really understand what he’s done
here…. So he’s produced another formula where…. He’s taken the result of
a pile starting at ten and multiplying by ten and I don’t understand what he’s
done there…. I would have asked him to explain a bit further. He’s – the initial
formula with two hundred and fifty is proved to be correct and he’s trying to
extend it. He’s trying to look for other ways. Maybe he has realized that two
hundred and fifty could be the exact answer or maybe not. So he’s trying other
ways to explain some of the inconsistencies that he’s seen, but I think greater
explanation [is] needed here.

Like Grant, Harry seems to have some difficulty making sense of the mathematics
and does not appear to recognize the equivalence between the original formula and
the alternative method. In spite of this, he is able to compose yet another narrative
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to explain the student’s intentions, stressing by repetition the suggestion that
Steven has been “trying” (possibly with the implication that he has not succeeded).
Harry, although appearing willing to applaud Steven’s perseverance, also has a low
evaluation of his mathematical understanding, even questioning whether he knows
that his first method had already yielded a correct answer. Moreover, Harry locates
the responsibility for his own failure to understand in the inadequacies of the
student’s text.

In this case, the three teachers’ different interpretations of Steven’s level of under-
standing and their different hypotheses about the methods he might have used seem
to be connected to their personal mathematical resources. It is Charles, expressing
the clearest understanding of the mathematics of the situation, who makes the most
positive evaluation of Steven’s understanding, whereas Grant and Harry, appar-
ently uncertain of the general validity of the method, construct pictures of the student
working in relatively unstructured or experimental ways. 

Such major differences between teachers in their interpretations and evaluations
of students’ texts occurred primarily where the student’s text diverged from the
norm in some way—either in its mathematical content or in the form in which it
was expressed. In this context, the norm appeared to be a text that followed a linear
route from gathering data, through pattern spotting, to forming, verifying, and
applying a generalization in a standard form. Our identification of this as a norm
arises both from analysis of the teachers’ interview data as a whole and from the
literature on investigational work in the United Kingdom—for example, Wells
(1993) and Hewitt (1992). Steven’s presentation of an alternative method, though
likely to be valid in other contexts, appeared as a deviation from the norm, not only
because its mathematical form was nonstandard but also because it was unusual
to see more than one method presented. 

In order to make sense of a text (in this case a report of investigative work) and
to use it to evaluate the student writer’s achievement, each teacher must compose
an explanatory narrative, drawing on the resources available to him or her. These
resources include common expectations of the general nature of mathematical
problem solving and reports of such work as well as more personal mathematical
understanding and experiences. When a student text diverges from the usual to the
extent that it is not covered by the established common expectations, each teacher
must resort to his or her more personal resources, thus creating the possibility of
divergence in the narratives they compose.

There is not space in this article to provide additional detailed examples, but we
will briefly indicate some of the other ways in which teachers’ interpretations and
approaches to evaluation were found to differ in the broader study from which this
example has been taken: 

1. Teachers formed different hypotheses about work the student might have done
in the classroom that was not indicated in the written report, and they expressed
different attitudes towards valuing such unrecorded achievement. For example, an
algebraic generalization unsupported by an earlier verbal generalization might lead
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one teacher to suspect that the student had cheated whereas another would be “confi-
dent that … he’s done it” (Morgan, 1998, p. 161). 

2. Teachers made different judgments about some factual aspects of the text—for
example, whether the wording of the problem given by the student had been
copied from the original source or had been paraphrased in the student’s own words
(Morgan, 1998, p. 164).

3. Some teachers appeared to focus on building up an overall picture of the char-
acteristics of the student, some were interested in making mathematical sense of
what the student had done, and others focused solely on finding evidence in the
text to meet specific criteria. A case study exemplifying this point can be found in
Morgan (1996).

4. When there were tensions between the teachers’ own value systems and their
perceptions of the demands of externally imposed sets of assessment criteria,
some teachers resolved this by submitting to the external authority whereas others
were prepared to apply their own, unofficial criteria instead (Morgan, 1998, pp.
158–159).

Even when reading the same student’s text, teachers may understand it in
different ways. Even when they have formed similar understandings of what the
student has done, they may assign it different values. The greatest discrepancies
in final evaluations occurred in those cases where the student’s work, like Steven’s
alternative formula, was unusual in some way. In cases where the student had
produced a more conventional solution in a conventional form, teachers using
different approaches to the assessment process and drawing on different resources
seemed more likely to coincide in their overall evaluations. Students who are
creative or produce unusual work—qualities that are officially endorsed by the aims
and values of the curriculum reforms—are thus at risk because the value to be placed
on their work depends crucially on the idiosyncratic resources of the teacher
assessing it.

APPROACHES TO IMPROVED AND MORE EQUITABLE ASSESSMENT

Both the studies described above detail aspects of assessment practices that have
the potential to lead to inequitable decisions about students’ futures either through
assignment of particular summative grades, thus affecting employment or life
choices or through missing out on particular kinds of recognition, curricular
support, or other opportunities, thus affecting future mathematical learning. In this
section, we consider some approaches suggested within the mathematics educa-
tion community that attempt to improve the quality of assessment, and their
viability in the light of issues raised by the two studies. As we have argued, assess-
ment is essentially interpretative. This means that, when we talk of the quality of
assessment, we do not wish to suggest that accuracy is an appropriate criterion to
apply. We are concerned rather, on the one hand, with the match between the stated
aims of the curriculum and assessment systems and the outcomes of the assessment
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and, on the other hand, with reducing the potential sources of inequitable judgments
identified in the two case studies.

Could Specially Designed Tasks Ensure Equity?

Well-designed assessment tasks may go some way toward focusing teachers’
attention on specific aspects of mathematical performance rather than the sort of
general impressions found in Study A. However, they do not solve the problem of
inequity in teacher assessment for the following reasons.

First, assessment still depends on interpreting particular actions of students. Some
actions will be seen as significant and others not. Interpretations may not match a
student’s intentions but will depend, as we have seen in Study B, on the personal
resources each teacher-assessor brought to the assessment. It is not merely a
problem of task design, since many of the tasks used in Studies A and B were
designed specifically for assessment of students’ mathematical thinking and knowl-
edge. Van den Heuvel-Panhuizen (1996) shows how tasks may be redesigned to
leave less scope for alternative inferences, but this inevitably limits the opportu-
nities for students to use higher-level problem solving processes, including spec-
ifying problems and choosing methods, that show their thinking skills.

Second, choice of method is a feature of mathematical problem solving that can
be influenced by context, size of given numbers, form of presentation, available
equipment, and so on. Hence, what is done is situationally specific and not neces-
sarily generalizable for a student. Equally, absence of expected evidence may not
indicate inability to generate such evidence in another task. Sandra, in Study A
above, independently shifted from a low-level counting method of problem solving
to one that was structural. At some other times, she remained stuck in a lower-level
mode of working, even when helped. In attempting to make use of the results of
such assessment tasks, teachers will interpret the meaning of the evidence (or the
lack thereof) according to their preexisting views of the student. 

Third, avoiding the effects of teachers’ casual judgments is not possible, because
the day-to-day interactions of the classroom are influenced by teachers’ construc-
tions of the students’ mathematical attainment in the context of tasks designed
primarily for teaching—for developing cognitive and metacognitive aspects of
mathematics understanding—rather than for assessment. Reactions to these tasks
influence the teacher’s and students’ views and expectations of what might happen
in special assessment tasks. Teachers in Study B drew on their knowledge of the
sorts of things that students generally did in classrooms in order to make sense of
the texts they were assessing.

How Can Better Specification and Use of Assessment Criteria Avoid Inequity?

It is clear from the literature reviewed earlier that, in some circumstances, the
clear specification of assessment criteria and training in the use of such criteria can
improve the reliability of formal assessments made by groups of teachers. This by
itself, however, is not enough to eliminate the possibility of differences among
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teachers’ interpretations. In the Study B, for example, the three teachers constructed
very different understandings of the mathematical content of Steven’s writing and
of the mathematical processes that he might have gone through to achieve his
results. The particular form of the mathematics produced by this student (and all
the possible alternative forms) could not have been predicted by those designing
the task in order to provide these teachers with guidance for all possible cases. If
we are to make use of open-ended problems and investigations, encouraging
students to be original and creative in mathematics (as advocated by curriculum
reform movements in many countries), then criteria cannot be made specific
enough to ensure that all teachers understand in identical ways the potential diver-
sity of the mathematics produced by students. The experience of assessment of
investigative work in England and Wales suggests that the existence of detailed
criteria drives teachers towards setting less open, more stereotyped tasks (Wolf,
1990) and that, even where teachers themselves are committed to the ideals of inves-
tigative work and have been involved in the development of criteria, they become
less appreciative of students’ work that strays from predictable paths (Morgan,
1998; Wiliam, 1994).

There is some evidence to suggest that when students are aware of the criteria by
which their work is to be assessed and are involved in the assessment process through
peer- and self-assessment, they become “acculturated” (Tanner & Jones, 1994) and
produce work that is closer to their teachers’ expectations. The assessment of work
produced by such students may thus be more likely to receive consistent evaluations.
On the other hand, Love and Shiu’s investigation of students’ perceptions of assess-
ment criteria indicated that some students also had a “sceptical awareness of the
routinisation of producing work for assessment” (1991, p. 356). Again, there is the
risk that students and teachers will direct their efforts towards producing work that
is “safe,” in that it matches routine norms, rather than taking possibly creative risks
(cf. Gilbert, 1989, in the context of creative writing in English).

What Is the Role of Professional Dialogue in Improving Assessment Practice?

Studies of teachers working together over time suggest that, through the devel-
opment of shared constructs, teachers can achieve greater reliability in the stan-
dards that they apply to examples of students’ work. It has been suggested that such
professional dialogue is the key to ensuring quality (and, by implication, equity)
in teachers’ assessments (Clarke, 1996). During the introduction of the National
Curriculum in England and Wales, group moderation by teachers both within and
between schools was recommended as a means of achieving reliability and as
professional development for the teachers involved (Task Group on Assessment
and Testing, 1987).6 Moderation both during training sessions and as part of each

6 In practice, the complex model of group moderation recommended by the National Curriculum Task
Group on Assessment and Testing has never been implemented. It is necessarily time consuming and
expensive—and hence unattractive to those who are eager for simple solutions to educational problems.
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school’s regular assessment practice is common for formal assessments such as
GCSE coursework. The achievement of shared constructs and reliability in appli-
cation of criteria and standards, however, does not address all the issues raised in
the two studies we have presented here. 

The three teachers in Study B had been trained and had participated in modera-
tion of similar work in the past. That experience can be said to have been successful
to the extent that they did not generally differ substantially in the final grades they
allocated to most of the student texts. Their differences of opinion over Steven’s
work arose not from differences in the standards they were applying but from differ-
ences in their reading and interpretation of the idiosyncratic mathematical content
of his text. Such differences might have been resolved if the teachers had had the
opportunity to share and negotiate their interpretations, but it is surely not feasible
to make every student text subject to such negotiated assessment. 

The teachers in Study A were carrying out their assessment in the relative privacy
of their own classrooms. The issue here is not so much the standards that the
teachers were applying but the ways in which they became aware of and made use
of the evidence available to them. The opportunity to share evidence and discuss
impressions with the researcher may be seen as a form of professional dialogue. In
order to examine one’s own perceptions critically, it is necessary to become aware
of possible alternative perceptions and interpretations and to engage with these.

One purpose of professional dialogue is to establish shared language with which
to think about students’ achievement as well as to communicate about it to others.
Such a language should provide specialized resources particularly suited to the task
of interpreting students’ mathematical behavior, while helping to avoid the reliance
on general resources such as the notion of ability that characterizes much class-
room assessment practice (Dunne, 1999; Ruthven, 1987). However, professional
dialogue and teacher education should not be seen simply as vehicles for teachers
to acquire and apply similar understandings of criteria and standards. Indeed, the
notion that there is one correct way of assessing a student or a piece of work under-
lies many of the potential problems we have identified. In contrast, we would
suggest that one of the main benefits of professional dialogue among teachers is
that it can raise doubts in teachers’ minds about the certainty of their own inter-
pretations of their students’ behaviors. Resolving differences of opinion in assess-
ment contexts by reaching a consensus is not necessarily the best course. Fully
recognizing such differences may be a more useful approach, leading to an aware-
ness of the possibility of alternative interpretations, of the inadequacy of the
evidence available, and of the need to seek other perspectives. Dialogue with
colleagues can thus provide teachers with questions with which to interrogate their
own judgments.

CONCLUSION

The two case studies that we have presented not only illustrate the interpreta-
tive nature of assessment in both informal and formal contexts but also provide some
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insight into the details of how different interpretations of students’ achievements
can occur. There are potential sources of inequity deeply embedded in traditional
and reform processes for formative and summative assessment. Though closed-
answer assessment tasks are known to pose problems in relation to equal access
for students of different gender, ethnic group, and class, whenever evaluation of
students relies on observation and interpretation of their behavior and their oral or
written production, it will be influenced by the resources individual teachers bring
to the assessment task. Such evaluation brings with it the possible sources of
difference between teachers and differences in the ways individual students may
be evaluated that we have illustrated in the two studies presented. The scope of the
two studies has not allowed us to address directly the issue of systematic bias in
relation to the assessment of students belonging to different social groups, but inter-
pretation and evaluation of behavior are likely to be influenced by cultural expec-
tations (Dunne, 1999; Walkerdine, 1988), and mismatches between the cultural and
linguistic resources of teachers and students are likely to lead to evaluations that
disadvantage students from nondominant social groups (Bourdieu, Passeron, &
Martin, 1994; Cazden, 1988). We have argued that tighter specification of tasks
or of criteria cannot remove such sources of inequity entirely and may indeed intro-
duce other undesirable consequences for the quality of assessment. Interpretation
is an essential characteristic of assessment activity and cannot be eliminated.
However, insight into the details of how differences in interpretation occur may
enable teachers to engage in critical reflection on their practice and, through such
critical awareness, to lessen the likelihood of resultant inequity.

In day-to-day classroom interactions, we have identified the necessary incom-
pleteness of teachers’ awareness of their students’ behavior, the potential for alter-
native interpretations of what is observed, the ways in which early judgments about
individual students may influence subsequent interpretations of their behavior, and
the consequent potential for inequitable evaluations. We certainly do not wish to
question the integrity or competence of teachers as they make these judgments about
their students, though raised awareness of processes of formative assessment (as
described, for example, by Clarke & Clarke, 1998, and Torrance & Pryor, 1998)
may at least increase the sources of evidence on which teachers base their judg-
ments. Rather, the potential for inequity is a necessary consequence of the inter-
pretative nature of assessment taking place in human interaction.

The concern for reliability in summative assessments has led to calls for tighter
specification of criteria and training of teachers to develop shared ways of applying
the criteria. We have argued that reliability is not a concept that can be applied simplis-
tically to assessments of students’ mathematics. Indeed, where students are given
opportunities to respond to assessment tasks in open-ended ways, reliability may be
an impossible goal. Moreover, it seems likely that tighter specification of criteria will
lead to stereotyped responses from both teachers and students – in opposition to the
value ascribed to creativity, openness and authenticity within ‘reform’ discourse.

Nevertheless, tentative judgments have to be made so that teachers can make
pedagogical decisions. Teachers’ own recognition that these determinations are situ-
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ated and temporary indicates that such judgments should not be used as a basis for
discriminatory action or high-stakes decisions. The issue of which teachers are less
aware—the effects of their own beliefs and practices on equity—is harder to
tackle, given that it affects students on many levels. Leaving the discussion of
possible bias until summative judgments are made is too late; the model offered
above of self-doubt and regular critical collegial discussion is rare, but it could be
an important step towards equity.
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APPENDIX B:
The “Topples” Task

TOPPLES
In this task you will be asked to balance some rods of different lengths on top of
each other, until the pile topples.

The diagrams below are given as illustrations.

We start the pile with the 2 unit rod on the bottom and balance the three unit one
on top of it, being careful that the left hand edges are level.

Then we balance the 4 unit rod on top of the three unit rod.

We continue building the pile, progressing through the sequence of rods, until the
pile topples.

You should find that this pile of rods topples when we get to the 5 unit rod.

So the pile that starts with the 2 unit rod at the base eventually topples when we
get to the 5 unit rod.

Your task is to investigate the relationship between the length of the rod at
the bottom of the pile and the rod which first makes the pile topple.
1. Starting with rods of different lengths at the base, build up your piles until each

one topples. Make sure that the rods increase by one unit of length at a time.
(a) Record the length of the rod at the base and the length of the rod that makes

the pile topple.
(b) Tabulate your results.
(c) Make any observations that you can.
(d) GENERALISE.
(e) Explain your result. (Well argued explanations based on intuition and

insight will gain at least as much credit as those based on the principles
of Physics.)

2. Imagine that you start with a rod of length 100 units and build up the pile using
rods of lengths 101, 102, 103, … units.
What will be the length of the rod that first makes the pile topple?

3. A pile topples when we place a rod of length 50 units on the top.
(a) What will be the length of the rod on the bottom of the pile?
(b) Explain your working.

OPTIONAL EXTENSION
Extend this investigation in any way of your own choosing.

4 units

3 units

2 units

le
ve

l

vertical

3 units

2 unitsle
ve

l

vertical
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APPENDIX C:

Performance Indicators for “Topples”

[From LEAG (1991). Mathematics coursework tasks and performance indica-
tors (1988-1991). London: London East Anglian Group.]

The generalisation for this task is well within the syllabus at intermediate and
higher level; it is a simple linear function. We would therefore expect to see an alge-
braic (symbolic) representation for this generalisation from candidates at grade C
and above. From the candidates at grades B and A we would expect to see use of
this algebraic form in the two specific cases given and to offer, certainly at grade
A, some explanation of why the pile topples.

For the award of a grade D, candidates should be expected to do much of that
for a grade C but to lack an element of sophistication. They might, for instance,
fail to generalise in an algebraic form but be able to state generalisation in words
or through a specific examples. They might even, at the lower levels of grade D
or top grade E, answer the specific examples by extending their table of results.

The candidates who score a grade B will certainly have tried to undertake the
task in an ordered, strategic manner, looking at well selected specific cases. They
will also obtain a good table of results.

At the two lower levels, we would expect to see some reasonable attempts at
the investigation but not handled in a any strategic fashion. The results at grade G
are likely to be flimsy, few and not particularly accurate. For a grade F we would
expect to see at least a couple, and preferably a trio, of correct results. The grade
F and G candidates will not have been able to handle either of the specific exam-
ples.

As before, the optional extension should be used to enhance grades at all levels.
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This study contrasted the achievement of students using either commercial curricula
(CC) for initial fraction learning with the achievement of students using the Rational
Number Project (RNP) fraction curriculum. The RNP curriculum placed particular
emphasis on the use of multiple physical models and translations within and between
modes of representation—pictorial, manipulative, verbal, real-world, and symbolic.
The instructional program lasted 28–30 days and involved over 1600 fourth and fifth
graders in 66 classrooms that were randomly assigned to treatment groups. Students
using RNP project materials had statistically higher mean scores on the posttest and
retention test and on four (of six) subscales: concepts, order, transfer, and estimation.
Interview data showed differences in the quality of students’ thinking as they solved
order and estimation tasks involving fractions. RNP students approached such tasks
conceptually by building on their constructed mental images of fractions, whereas
CC students relied more often on standard, often rote, procedures when solving iden-
tical fraction tasks. These results are consistent with earlier RNP work with smaller
numbers of students in several teaching experiment settings.
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Teaching and learning about fractions have traditionally been problematic.
Results from large-scale assessments such as the National Assessment of
Educational Progress (NAEP) reveal that fourth-grade students have limited under-
standings of fractions (Kouba, Zawojewski, & Strutchens, 1997). For example,
students’ understanding of the fundamental concept of equivalent fractions should
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reflect more than just a knowledge of a procedure for generating equal fractions
but should be rich in connections among symbols, models, pictures, and context.
Yet, only 42% of fourth graders in the NAEP sample could choose a picture that
represented a fraction equivalent to a given fraction, and only 18% could shade a
rectangular region to produce a representation of a given fraction.

Another NAEP item showed that fourth graders also had difficulty with a problem
that assessed their understanding of the importance of the unit in determining the
quantity associated with a fraction. The item first told students that each of two chil-
dren had eaten 1/2 of a pizza, and then it asked the students to decide if it was possible
that one child had eaten more than the other. Students had to show their work and
provide an explanation. Fourth-grade students had difficulty with this task: Only 24%
gave a satisfactory or extended response; 20% gave a partial or minimal response
that showed some fraction ideas; 49% gave an incorrect response that did not use
ideas about fractions at all; and 7% did not try to answer the question.

Mathematics educators have examined instructional issues surrounding why
students have difficulty learning about fractions. Summarizing issues raised in
several studies, Moss and Case (1999) suggested that these difficulties are related
in part to teaching practices that emphasize syntactic knowledge (rules) over
semantic knowledge (meaning) and discourage children from spontaneous attempts
to make sense of rational numbers. Traditionally, mathematics instruction in Grade
4 devotes little time to developing an understanding of the meaning of fractions
beyond simple part-whole shading tasks. Too often, students have few experiences
in comparing different concrete models for fractions and have little opportunity to
communicate their solutions to problems. Equivalence is taught as a procedure
disconnected from representation, and the role of the unit is addressed inade-
quately, if at all. 

The Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for School Mathematics (NCTM,
1989) and the Principles and Standards for School Mathematics (NCTM, 2000)
provide teachers with suggestions for improving initial fraction instruction in
Grades 3–5. Developing an understanding of the meaning of the symbols, exam-
ining relationships, and building initial concepts of order and equivalence should
be the focus of instruction. Conceptual understanding should be developed before
computational fluency, since fluency in rational-number computation will be a
major focus in grades 6–8. Learning activities for students should involve fractions
that are easily modeled, and the importance of the unit and its subdivision into equal
parts should be emphasized. Because many children experience difficulty
constructing these ideas, the Standards documents also suggest that instruction
should use physical objects, diagrams, and real-world situations and that instruc-
tion should help students make connections from these representations to oral
language and symbols. With these basic understandings, students should be able
to develop their own strategies for computing with simple fractions. The Standards
documents advise that emphasizing these basic ideas in the elementary grades would
reduce the amount of time that teachers in the middle grades need to spend
addressing student misunderstandings and procedural difficulties.
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The National Science Foundation–sponsored Rational Number Project (RNP)
has investigated students’ learning of fraction ideas for several years (Behr, Lesh,
Post, & Silver, 1983; Post, Behr, & Lesh, 1982). One product of the RNP research
is a curriculum that helps students develop initial ideas about fractions by working
with multiple physical models and other representations and by translating between
and within these various representations (Cramer, Behr, Lesh, & Post, 1997a;
Cramer, Behr, Lesh, & Post, 1997b). Students using this curriculum develop an
understanding of the meaning of fractions, and order and equivalence before
developing symbolic procedures for fraction operations.

The study reported here examined achievement in initial fraction learning of
fourth and fifth graders and contrasted the results of using commercial curricula
(CC) with the results of using the RNP curriculum. Fourth and fifth graders in 66
classrooms participated in this 6-week study, which examined student achievement
patterns as well as differences in students’ thinking. This study is important and
timely because of the need for effective ways to help large numbers of classroom
teachers implement curricular materials that establish a solid conceptual base on
which to build students’ conceptual fluency. Previous research by the RNP supports
the use of curricula that involve children with multiple representations, and in partic-
ular, multiple manipulative models, as a way of developing their conceptual under-
standing of mathematical ideas (Bezuk & Cramer, 1989; Post et al., 1982; Post,
Cramer, Behr, Lesh, & Harel, 1992). This study further documents the influence
of multiple representations on children’s initial learning of fraction ideas. 

BACKGROUND OF THE RATIONAL NUMBER PROJECT

The Rational Numbers Project (RNP) has been funded by the National Science
Foundation since 1979 and has over 80 publications on its Web site (RNP, 2001),
many of which report on several investigations concerning the teaching and learning
of fractions among fourth- and fifth-graders (Bezuk & Cramer, 1989; Behr,
Wachsmuth, Post, & Lesh, 1984; Post, Wachsmuth, Lesh, & Behr, 1985). The
curriculum used in the study reported in this article emanated from our previous
research involving 12-, 18-, and 30-week teaching experiments, with the longest
experiment involving students in fourth (and then fifth) grade. The purpose of these
teaching experiments was to document students’ thinking as they interacted with frac-
tion ideas over an extended period of time. The curriculum created for the teaching
experiments reflected the following beliefs: (a) Children learn best through active
involvement with multiple concrete models (Dienes, 1969); (b) physical aids are just
one component in the acquisition of concepts—verbal, pictorial, symbolic and real-
istic representations also are important (Lesh, 1979); (c) children should have oppor-
tunities to talk together and with their teacher about mathematical ideas (Johnson &
Johnson, 1989); and (d) curriculum must focus on the development of conceptual
knowledge prior to formal work with symbols and algorithms (Hiebert, 1994).

The RNP curriculum lessons covered the following topics: (a) a part-whole model
for fractions, (b) a flexible concept of unit, (c) concepts of order and equivalence,
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(d) estimation of addition and subtraction with fractions, and (e) finding exact
answers to fraction addition and subtraction problems at the concrete level. The
curriculum did not emphasize symbolic procedures for ordering fractions, fraction
equivalence, and operating on fractions but instead stressed the development of a
quantitative sense of fraction. For example, in an interview, a fourth grader using
the RNP curriculum was asked to estimate the sum of 2/3 and 1/6 by placing an x
on a number line partitioned to show these intervals: 0, 1/2, 1, 1 1/2, and 2. She
placed the x between 1/2 and 1 and reasoned as follows: “2/3 is more than 1/2; then
you add 1/6; it is not bigger than one; 1/6 is less than 1/3.” This student was able
to judge the relative sizes of 2/3 (2/3 > 1/2) and 1/6 (1/6 < 1/3) mentally without
relying on any formal procedures and then to reason that if 2/3 plus 1/3 equals one,
then because1/6 is less than 1/3, the answer must be less than one. Thus, she demon-
strated an ability to coordinate all the information needed to provide a reasonable
estimate of the answer to the problem. This type of reasoning was a goal of the RNP
curriculum.

An important finding of the RNP fraction-teaching experiments was the identi-
fication of four student-constructed ordering strategies (Behr et al., 1984): same
numerator, same denominator, transitive, and residual. These strategies do not
depend on the paper-and-pencil methods of least common denominator or the cross-
product algorithm commonly suggested in commercial curricula. Instead, they rely
on students’ mental imagery of fractions and reflect a more conceptual, as opposed
to procedural, understanding of fractions. These four strategies closely parallel
students’ actions with manipulative models and contrast with the paper-and-pencil
procedures that require rewriting both fractions with common denominators or
calculating cross products. RNP lessons supported the development of these
student-constructed strategies.

The “same numerator” and “same denominator” strategies can be demon-
strated in the following examples. When students compare 2/3 and 2/6 (fractions
with the same numerator), they can conclude that 2/3 is the larger fraction
because thirds are larger than sixths and two larger pieces must be bigger than
two smaller pieces. This strategy involves understanding that an inverse rela-
tionship exists between the number of parts into which a unit is partitioned and
the size of each part. The same-denominator strategy applies to fraction pairs like
3/8 and 2/8. In this case, the same denominator implies that one is comparing parts
of the unit that are the same size; three parts must be greater than two parts when
all the parts are the same size. This strategy is based on the number of pieces,
with the size of each piece remaining constant. In the same-numerator situation,
the deciding factor is the size of each piece, whereas in the same denominator
example, the deciding factor is the number of pieces. Deciding which is impor-
tant and when are important parts of the rational number understanding, and this
interplay between size of piece and number of pieces underlies an understanding
of the part-whole subconstruct.

The transitive strategy can be modeled by comparing 3/7 and 5/9. When making
this comparison, a student can conclude that 3/7 is less than 5/9 because 3/7 is less
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than 1/2, whereas 5/9 is greater than 1/2. This strategy is labeled as transitive
because both fractions are compared to an external value. One can use the residual
strategy when comparing 3/4 and 5/6, for example. A student using this strategy
can reflect that both fractions are one “piece” away from the whole unit, and because
the missing amount 1/6 is less than the missing amount 1/4, 5/6 must be closer to
the whole and therefore the bigger fraction. Thus, this strategy involves thinking
about a residual—the part of the fraction that is  “left over.”

The fraction curriculum used in earlier investigations was revised and extended
(Cramer et al., 1997a; Cramer et al., 1997b). The goal for this revision was to reor-
ganize lessons from the 30-week teaching experiment into two levels of materials
that could be used by fourth- and fifth- grade teachers. The revisions reflected our
understandings about the complexity inherent in teaching beginning concepts
about fractions to 10- to 12-year olds. The revised curriculum incorporated exam-
ples of earlier student thinking captured during the teaching experiments and was
formatted so that classroom teachers who had limited in-service opportunities
would be able to implement the curriculum successfully with children.

THE STUDY

Origins 

Prior to the study we report here, a mathematics curriculum coordinator from a large
suburban school district in a northern Midwestern state participated in a Rational
Number Project (RNP) workshop where research on fractions was presented and
sample lessons from the RNP curriculum were shared. She contacted the RNP staff
to ask if her district could use the RNP fraction curriculum because she believed that
the commercial curricula (CC) currently in use might not develop the type of frac-
tion understanding in the elementary grades envisioned by the NCTM Standards. The
RNP curriculum appeared to her to be better equipped to do that. Conversations with
her led to this study. Her district would pilot the RNP curriculum within a structured
study to evaluate whether this curriculum was better suited to the district’s goals for
fractions than either of the two commercial series used within the district.

An examination of the RNP curriculum and commercial curricula by project staff
suggested that the former had a better alignment with the Standards’ fraction
goals than the latter. This study would determine whether that was in fact the case
as well as identify differences between learners using these two different
approaches. Although both the commercial and RNP curricula covered the same
topics, the emphasis on the topics varied. Our examination of the curricula showed
that students using the CC would devote less time than RNP students to developing
an understanding of the meaning of fractions at the concrete level and more time
to developing operational skill and procedures for ordering fractions and finding
fraction equivalence. Students using the RNP curriculum would devote less time
than CC students to developing symbolic computational skills and more time to
building an understanding of the meaning of these new numbers. 
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Questions

To what extent can large numbers of classroom teachers accustomed to text-
book-based instruction effectively implement a research-based curriculum that
involves students in working with multiple concrete models, emphasizes trans-
lations among and within multiple representations (manipulative, pictorial, verbal,
symbolic, and real-world), and has students regularly interacting with one another
in group situations? We were interested to see if this could be done with limited
staff development time for teachers. More specifically, the RNP was interested
in investigating the following two research questions: (a) Do fraction-related
differences in student achievement exist when fourth- and fifth-grade students
using the conceptually oriented RNP curriculum are compared with students
using district-adopted commercial mathematics curricula? and (b) if differences
in student achievement do exist, what is the nature of the differences in students’
thinking and understanding?

METHOD

Research Design

This study used a posttest-only control group design referred to by Campbell and
Stanley (1963) as a Type 6 design. Campbell and Stanley categorize this type of
design as a true experimental design because it incorporates random assignment
of experimental units (in this case classrooms) to treatments and thereby eliminates
some forms of initial bias contained in studies without randomization. In this
setting, a pretest was deemed to be inappropriate and likely to interact with the treat-
ments. Type 6 designs inherently control for a number of sources of internal
validity: history, maturation, testing, instrumentation, regression, selection, and
mortality (Campbell & Stanley, 1963, p. 8). In addition, the design controls for one
of the sources of external invalidity—the interaction of the pretesting process
with the treatments. 

This study integrated two types of research methodologies. Quantitative analyt-
ical methodologies involving statistical methods were used to examine informa-
tion gathered from large numbers of students. The aim to generalize findings to a
larger population was accomplished by using normally suggested methods of
randomization and multivariate techniques. We also incorporated what has been
referred to as the humanistic perspective (Brown, Cooney, & Jones, 1990). Project
staff collected interview data from 20 students on three or four different occasions
over the course of this investigation. Classroom teachers also interviewed two or
three students at the end of the instruction. These interviews provided information
on differences between CC students and RNP students in how they thought about
and operated on fractions. 

Lastly, we have attempted to use triangulation in reviewing and making sense
of these data (Schoenfeld, 1992). That is, the study employed RNP curriculum mate-
rials that were revised editions of earlier versions that we used in our own previous
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studies relating to children’s learning of rational number. As part of RNP, we have
rather extensive interview information on the thinking of student while they interact
with rational number concepts, and our current research built on this knowledge
base. We examined whether the results obtained in our earlier teaching experiments
with small numbers of students and relatively small pupil-teacher ratios could be
replicated in classrooms taught by teachers with little exposure to recent research
on the teaching and learning of rational number concepts. We were able therefore
to examine data from three related perspectives: (a) earlier RNP teaching experi-
ment research, (b) large-scale data in the current study, and (c) student interviews
modeled on those in our earlier work. The validity of our findings was improved
as a result of this integrated perspective.

Data Sources

To investigate the two questions mentioned above, RNP personnel relied on
several different data sources. Written posttest and retention test results from 66
classrooms provided data to address the first research question. Student interviews
conducted by project staff during instruction and by classroom teachers at the end
of instruction provided the foundation for describing differences in student thinking
between the two groups, and these descriptions provided the data to address the
second research question. These interview results supplemented the written test
results in addressing the question of differences in the nature of student thinking. 

Sample 

This study was conducted in 66 fourth- and fifth-grade classrooms in a suburban
school district south of Minneapolis. The school district had approximately 27,000
students and 18 elementary schools. One percent of the student population received
free or reduced lunch. All 200 fourth- and fifth-grade teachers were contacted in
the fall of 1994 to assess their interest in participating in this study. Sixty-six
teachers from 17 schools chose to participate, agreeing to delay all fraction instruc-
tion until the time of the study, in mid-January. These teachers received one grad-
uate quarter credit from the University of Minnesota and a $75 stipend, or a $100
stipend without graduate credit for their participation. In addition, for partici-
pating in the study, the teachers using the RNP curriculum received a prototype
version of that curriculum (Cramer et al., 1997a; Cramer et al., 1997b) and class-
room sets of manipulative materials; the teachers using the commercial curricula
received the RNP curriculum and manipulatives at the end of the study.

The teachers were randomly assigned to experimental (Rational Number Project,
or RNP group) or control (commercial curriculum, or CC group) conditions. Of
the 33 teachers in the CC group, 27 used the 1989 Addison-Wesley series; 6
teachers used the 1992 Harcourt-Brace series. Teachers were not assigned to treat-
ment groups by schools; rather they were assigned on a district-wide basis to
“randomize out” any school effects. This is important because we were not inter-
ested in school-by-school differences but intended to generalize findings to the
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district level. Table 1 shows the number of classrooms and students by treatment
and grade level.

Table 1
Number of Classrooms and Students by Grade Level and Treatment Group

RNP Group CC Group Totals

Grade 4 19 classrooms 19 classrooms 38 classrooms 
(470 students) (483 students) (953 students)

Grade 5 14 classrooms 14 classrooms 28 classroom
(369 students) (344 students) (713 students)

Totals 33 classrooms 33 classrooms 66 classrooms
(839 students) (827 students) (1666 students)

Treatments 

RNP curriculum. The RNP curriculum reflects cognitive psychological princi-
ples as suggested by Piaget (1960), Bruner (1966), and Dienes, (1969). Lesh
(1979), elaborating on Bruner’s ideas, developed a translation model for instruc-
tion that suggests that learning is enhanced when children have opportunities to
explore mathematical ideas in multiple ways— using manipulatives, pictures,
written symbols, verbal symbols, and real-life contexts—and by making transla-
tions between and within these modes of representation. Contending that these trans-
lations make ideas meaningful to children, the RNP project staff used the Lesh
model to guide the development of the RNP fraction curriculum. Students using
this curriculum had opportunities to explore fraction concepts, order and equiva-
lence ideas, and addition and subtraction of fractions using fraction circles, chips,
pictures, story problems, and written symbols. They were asked to make connec-
tions systematically between different representations, and were given opportuni-
ties to discuss mathematical ideas before attaching symbols to them. 

The manipulative model used first and more often than any other was the frac-
tion circle. Although the circle model was the first model introduced, students also
used paper folding and sets of chips. Fraction circles and paper folding use an area
interpretation of fractions; the chip model is based on a discrete counting approach
to the part-whole construct for rational number (Kieren, 1976; Post et al., 1982).
Each new manipulative model was introduced as a translation from one model to
another. For example, the teacher would show 2/3 or some other fraction with frac-
tion circles and ask students to show that same fraction with chips. The students
then described how both models represented the fraction, noting similarities and
differences between the models. Strengths and limitations of each model were
discussed with students, and in later lessons, students had opportunities to choose
specific models for a variety of problem situations and to justify their choices. 

The RNP curriculum asked students to vary the unit when modeling fractions.
With fraction circles, the whole circle was not always the unit; at times 1/2 a circle
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or 1/4 of a circle would be named as the unit. Students reinterpreted the value of
fraction circle pieces each time a new unit was identified. Such flexibility with the
unit was also emphasized with the chip model. 

Moss and Case (1999) listed limitations of the circle model as one of the instruc-
tional issues behind difficulties that students have with fractions. Summarizing
research by others, they suggested that using a circle model may inadvertently rein-
force whole number thinking, since children need only to count, for example, three
parts out of four, to name the fraction 3/4 without consciously focusing on the rela-
tionships between three and four. This caution is appropriate for most manipula-
tive models for fractions. Though the circle model was the primary manipulative
in this study, concerns that this model reinforced whole number thinking did not
materialize. Such problems may occur when students are limited to using a single
model and do not examine the model while the unit is continually and systemati-
cally varied as in this study. 

Although two levels of RNP materials have been developed, all students in the
RNP treatments used Level 1 materials regardless of grade level. Level 2 mate-
rials were designed to build on the conceptual understandings developed through
the Level 1 materials. Fifth graders assigned to RNP group would not have had
the conceptual understandings needed to benefit fully from Level 2 materials and
therefore used the same level of the RNP curriculum as did fourth graders. An
outline of the RNP instructional scope and sequence for Level 1 is given in
Appendix A.

The format of the lessons was similar to that of the lessons developed in the “Math
and the Mind’s Eye” project available from the Math Learning Center (1988). Each
lesson included an overview of the mathematical idea to be developed. Materials
needed by teachers and students for each lesson were noted, and examples of student
thinking derived from earlier work also were included. The lessons reflected a class-
room organization that valued the role that teachers play in student learning, as well
as the need for students to work cooperatively, to talk about ideas, and to use manip-
ulative models to represent various rational number concepts. Each lesson began
with the development of a mathematical idea or an extension of an idea previously
introduced. Teachers were provided with problems and questions to help generate
the initial discussion and target the subsequent exploration. Nearly all the lessons
required interactions with manipulative materials in large and small groups. In the
small groups, students worked with manipulatives and activity pages that helped
them pursue ideas introduced in the large group setting.

An important part of each lesson in the RNP curriculum is the Comments
section. Here insights into student thinking captured from the initial RNP teaching
experiments were communicated to teachers. These comments also clarified a wide
variety of other issues, such as why mastery at the symbolic level is not the primary
objective for many of the earlier lessons, why developing visual imagery is impor-
tant, and how to use the concrete materials to model fractions. The comments also
presented numerous examples from our earlier work of students’ misunderstand-
ings and anecdotes of students’ thinking for teachers’ reflection. 
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The translation model used to guide the development of these lessons reflects
our view of how problem solving can be integrated into structured learning mate-
rials. Building a rich and flexible representational system is a problem-solving expe-
rience. As children experience mathematical ideas in multiple ways and make
connections between the different modes of representation, they come to under-
stand a need for multiple representations, among which symbols are just one way
to represent mathematical ideas. In the RNP lessons, the manipulative materials
were the central focus, with other representations playing more of a supporting role.
Symbols were used primarily to record what students observed, discussed, and acted
out with various manipulatives.

Commercial curricula.  The majority of CC classrooms used Addison-Wesley
Mathematics (Addison-Wesley, 1989a; Addison-Wesley, 1989b); six of the 33 CC
classrooms piloted Mathematics Plus (Harcourt, Brace, & Jovanavich, 1992a;
Harcourt, Brace, & Jovanich, 1992b). The scope and sequence of each textbook
series is given in Appendix B. Although all RNP groups used the same Level I
curriculum, CC classrooms used the Grade 4 textbooks with fourth graders and the
Grade 5 textbooks with fifth graders. The content in the Addison-Wesley (AW)
series was covered in two chapters in Grade 4 and three chapters in Grade 5; the
content was covered in two chapters in both the Grade 4 and Grade 5 Harcourt Brace
Javonovich (HBJ) textbooks.

The CC teachers were encouraged to use the resources suggested in the teacher’s
guides. Prior to the first teacher workshop, RNP staff examined both series in detail
to identify resources presented in each commercial series. We looked through all
pages of the teacher’s guide related to fraction instruction as well as the student
textbooks, and counted the number of lessons and pages allocated to topics covered.
We found that the AW textbook series used fraction bars and pictures of fraction
bars as the suggested models, whereas the HBJ series used a wider variety of manip-
ulative materials, including counters, paper folding, fraction circles, and fraction
bars made from paper strips. The examination of the textbooks showed that
although the AW textbook series did not integrate manipulatives into student
versions, the HBJ series did, to some extent. In each case, however, manipulative
materials played only a cursory role in the development of fraction ideas, with the
primary goal in both the AW and HBJ series being to develop student competence
at the symbolic level. 

Instruments

The assessment instruments developed for this study reflected the goals articu-
lated by the Standards and matched those identified by the district. We describe
the various instruments—both written and oral—in this section.

Written tests. We developed two tests to be used in this study: a posttest and a
retention test. The tests, which were developed as parallel forms, each contained
34 items, most of which were taken from previous RNP teaching experiments. The
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items assessed student learning in six strands, which were those used in our earlier
RNP teaching experiments: (a) fraction concepts, (b) fraction equivalence, (c) frac-
tion order (d) concept of unit ideas, (e) operations (+, –) and estimation, and (f)
transfer. We believe that basic concepts and ideas about order, equivalence, and
flexibility of unit are fundamental to any significant initial understanding of frac-
tions (Behr et al., 1984; Mack, 1993). These items were designed to measure
students’ understanding of the part-whole model for fraction and the relative size
of fractions. The operation and estimation items measure students’ ability to apply
this knowledge to estimation and fraction arithmetic tasks. The transfer items
included division and multiplication tasks that are embedded in story problems as
well as number line questions that ask students to transfer conceptual under-
standing to a new model. These strands, which represent the major areas in the RNP
curriculum, are also topics covered in the commercial curricula. The approach and
degree of emphasis, however, were different in the two treatment groups.
Nevertheless, the six strands were discussed with all classroom teachers, who were
encouraged to submit items for the final version of the tests. The single item
submitted was included on the posttest and a parallel item was created and included
on the retention test.

To insure comparability of the parallel forms, pairs of items were identified that
were similar in structure and content. Figure 1 depicts the breakdown of the 34 items
by strand, along with sample test items. The purpose of the tests was to assess both
conceptual and procedural knowledge. All students had the option to use manip-
ulative materials of their choice on the addition and subtraction problems, and this
information was gathered in questions 26 and 30 on the test. We allowed students
to use manipulatives because mastery at the symbolic level was not the primary
goal of the RNP lessons. 

Student interviews. The purpose of the interviews with RNP and CC students was
to identify differences in students’ thinking about fractions. The interview ques-
tions used in this study were based on the RNP interviews used in our earlier frac-
tion-teaching experiments and covered the same topics as the written tests. The
interview questions reflected our vision of the knowledge and understandings that
students beginning to study fraction should have and that were also compatible with
the vision presented in both NCTM Standards documents. Specifically, we believed
that students should be able to model fraction concepts concretely and in multiple
ways and that their knowledge should include a wealth of mental images connected
to their experiences with manipulative aids. Students should be able to use these
mental images to determine the relative sizes of fractions and to estimate reason-
able answers for fraction addition and subtraction. Students’ rich conceptual under-
standings should facilitate the learning of fraction operations and enable them to
apply ideas in new situations. 

RNP staff interviewed a randomly selected group of 10 RNP and 10 CC students
from seven different schools three to four times over the course of the study. All
classroom teachers interviewed two or three students whom they randomly selected
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Subscales Number Test Item Sample Items
of Items Number

A. Fraction 
concepts This is the unit. What
story problems/ 7 #4a & b name can I give two
pictures #5–#9 of these pieces?

B. Fraction Give two names for the
Equivalence fraction amount shaded:

pictorial 3 #13–#15
symbolic 1 #16

C. Fraction Order 7 #17–#23 Circle the larger fraction:
6/14         5/9

D. Concept of Unit 1 #10
is 3-fourths of some length.
Draw the whole length.

E. Operations (+, –) • Annie and Josie receive the 
& Estimation same allowance. Josie spent 
estimation 3 #1–#3 4/9 of hers on tapes. Ann spent
story problems 2 #24, #25 1/3 repairing her bicycle. Josie
symbolic 3 #27–#29 spent how much mpre of her

allowance than Annie?
• Estimate by writing in the box
the whole number you think is
close to: 3/8 + 5/12

• You may use your fraction cir-
cles or any other manipulative
to do this problem: 1/3 + 2/6

F. Transfer items • Mary had 1-half yard of rope.
story problems She cuts it into 3 equal-sized
• division 2 #11, #12 parts. What fraction of a yard
• multiplication 1 #31 is each piece?

number line
• concepts 2 #32, #33 • What number should go in 
• concept of unit 2 #34, #35 this box?

from their classes at the end of the study. They used a subset of questions from the
interviews that RNP staff conducted during the study. Each interview question asked
the children to give verbal explanations or demonstrations of their responses. To
obtain accurate information on students’ responses to the interview questions,
teachers and RNP staff audiotaped the interviews and took detailed notes at the same
time. The teachers transcribed their own interviews and returned these transcrip-
tions to the RNP staff for analysis at the end of the study.
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Figure 1. Breakdown of posttest and retention test by category.



Using the notes and the audiotapes, we obtained information on children’s
responses to interview questions. Individual RNP staff members coded responses
for students in schools to which the staff members were assigned. First, the
students’ responses were coded as correct or incorrect, and then they were further
coded by type of response—either procedural or conceptual. These analyses were
subsequently shared and discussed in project meetings to ensure consistency across
RNP staff members’ codings and analyzes of the data.

Timeline and Teacher Activities

The study, designed to last for 30 days, began in mid-January, 1994, with the
first of two 2-hour teacher workshops during which teachers were informed of their
assignments (RNP or CC treatments). For the first hour, all teachers heard a
presentation that dealt with these topics: a history of the RNP, the structure of the
study, and the research on student learning of fractions. During the second hour,
teachers separated into two groups by treatment. The RNP group received the RNP
curriculum and manipulatives, reviewed the RNP goals and scope and sequence,
and worked through sample activities from the lessons. The CC group reviewed
the goals and the scope and sequence of the textbook fraction-related chapters,
discussed the suggestions that the teacher’s edition presented to enhance instruc-
tion, and worked with paper folding and several board-like games as described in
the teacher’s editions.

Between mid-January and mid-March, the teachers taught fractions in their class-
rooms, with instruction lasting between 28 and 30 days, within a 50-minute class
period. Teachers in both groups kept a daily log. In the RNP group, teachers
completed a form for each lesson, on which they documented the amount of time
allocated to the lesson, changes made, and recommendations for improving that
lesson. The CC teachers, who provided more information in their logs because they
had more flexibility in how they offered instruction, also completed a form asking
for the following information: objectives, page numbers covered in the text, and time
spent on whole-class instruction, seatwork, and group work. These teachers were
asked to list the materials that they and the students used, to describe how the lesson
was developed, and to give examples of reteaching and enrichment activities. 

A second 2-hour workshop session was held in late February. In the first hour,
all teachers participated in a discussion on assessing fraction learning to prepare
them for interviewing three of their own students at a later date. They viewed and
discussed the Marilyn Burns assessment video (1993) depicting a fraction-related
interview with a fifth grader. During the second hour, the RNP teachers worked
through activities with manipulatives to model fraction addition and subtraction.
The CC group considered several fraction enrichment activities, including one
activity that used ancient Egyptian methods for calculating with unit fractions.

The teachers in both treatment groups kept a daily log documenting classroom
activities. Teacher logs showed that teachers followed through on their responsi-
bilities. Sixty-two of the 66 teachers submitted their logs, 31 from each group.
Examination of the RNP logs showed that, with three exceptions, the RNP teachers
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completed all 23 lessons. The RNP teachers made few adaptations to the lessons,
with the most common being the inclusion of similar problems in the whole group
part of the lesson or the addition of more story problems to the last three lessons
dealing with the operations. All fourth-grade CC teachers completed both fraction
chapters, and all fifth-grade classrooms covered sections dealing with concepts,
order, equivalence, addition and subtraction. Some fifth-grader teachers did not
complete sections of the chapters dealing with multiplication and division of frac-
tions, but these topics were not addressed in RNP curriculum, so their exclusion
was not important.

Although we asked teachers to allocate 50 minutes to each class, some teachers
in both groups averaged less time. Average class times for RNP teachers ranged
from 33 minutes to 54 minutes, with a median of 48 minutes; 25 of 31 RNP
teachers averaged 45 minutes or more. Average times for CC teachers ranged from
26 minutes to 60 minutes, with a median of 49 minutes; 23 of 31 CC teachers aver-
aged 45 minutes or more.

For this study, teachers completed a series of tasks. They administered posttests
in the first week of March and retention tests 4 weeks later, scored both tests, and
recorded data on a sheet provided by project staff. Complete sets of posttests from
two teachers from each school were randomly selected for rescoring to estimate
the reliability of both teacher scoring and their recording of posttest data. A similar
reliability check was performed for the retention tests, but only one teacher from
each school was selected. The percentage of agreement was 99% for post and reten-
tion tests.

Overview of Analytic Procedures

Both quantitative and qualitative analyses were conducted. The quantitative
analyses involved conducting a factor analysis to assess the viability of the orig-
inal test subscales,  calculating reliabilities, and using MANOVAs to determine
whether treatment differences on total test and revised subscales exist. The qual-
itative data involved interviews given by project staff and classroom teachers.

RESULTS

Quantitative Analyses

Factor analysis. Student achievement based on the written tests was analyzed
by total test score and by scores on clusters of items based on the original strands.
We adjusted the original six strands shown in Figure 1 to five strands (subscales)
at the time of the data analysis because there was only one concept-of-unit ques-
tion; this item was included with the other concept questions. The test item numbers
for each of the five subscales—concepts, equivalence, order, operations (+, –) and
estimation, and transfer—are presented in Table 2.  Based on RNP research studies,
the five subscales used in this study identify important aspects of students’ initial
learning of fractions. In particular, earlier RNP teaching experiments identified
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order and equivalence (Behr et al., 1984; Post et al., 1985), estimation (Behr et al.,
1986) and concept of unit (Behr et al., 1992) as important ideas for instruction and
assessment. We built on this knowledge base and experience to develop the test
strands for this study. 

Table 2
Test Items for Original Subscales Prior to Factor Analysis

Original Subscale Test Item Numbers

Concepts 4a, 4b, 5–10
Equivalence 13–16
Order 17–23
Operations (+, –) and Estimation 1–3; 24, 25; 27–29
Transfer 11,12, 31–35
Total Test 1–25; 27–29; 31–35
Note. Items 26 and 30 were not included in analyses, because they were yes/no inquiries about the
use of manipulative materials.

Because the test items and original subscales have never been used as a sepa-
rate instrument, it was important to assess the degree to which the items within each
subscale were statistically verifiable. For this purpose, we conducted a principal
components factor analysis with a varimax rotation of the factor matrix using
SPSSX FACTOR program, a part of SPSS 4.0. All subsequent analyses were
conducted with this program. The principal components analysis extracted eight
factors for the posttest and seven factors for the retention test using a criterion of
an eigenvalue of at least 1.0. In both the posttest and retention test, the identified
factors accounted for 50% of the total variance. 

Table 3 illustrates the congruence between our original subscales and the
extracted factors. On the basis of a table provided by Stevens (1996, p. 371), a
conservative critical value of .16 was used to determine the significance of factor
loadings at p < .01. Table 3 also identifies variables that share16% or more vari-
ance in common with a factor (Stevens, 1996, p. 372). Five of the factors extracted
on the posttest and retention test aligned well with our original subscales. This is
noted in the table by the test item numbers marked with an asterisk (*) and a dagger
(†). The majority of items in each subscale had statistically significant loadings on
the same factor, and most share a significant amount of variance in common with
the same factor. The one exception is the set of items 1, 2, and 3 from the Operations
and Estimation subscale. The factor analyses for both the posttest and retention test
showed that these three items uniquely identified a separate factor. As a result, we
decided to separate the estimation items from the other operation items and use them
to define a sixth subscale, called Estimation. The remaining factors extracted on
the posttest and retention test accounted for small proportions of total variance (3%
or less) and were defined by only one or two test items that were already associ-
ated with one of the original subscales.
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Reliability analysis of subscales. Reliability analyses of internal consistency were
conducted on the total set of items and on each of the six revised subscales on both
the posttest and retention test. The initial analyses indicated that in general the reli-
ability coefficients (Cronbach’s alpha) could not be improved significantly for the
total test or subscales with one exception. When the two ordering items designed
to encourage students to use a residual strategy were dropped from the ordering
subscale, the reliability coefficient for that subscale increased by .05 and .09 on
the posttest and retention test, respectively. The removal of any other items on this
scale would have resulted in a decrease in reliability. Reliability coefficients for
the posttest and retention test were .88 and .90, respectively. Subscale reliabilities
for the post and retention tests ranged from .60 to .76, with the majority of them
exceeding .72.

Description of MANOVA analyses. SPSS 4.0 multivariate analysis of variance
(MANOVA) with classroom as the experimental unit was used to conduct subse-
quent analyses. Using classrooms was appropriate because classrooms (not indi-
viduals) were assigned randomly to treatments. Significance was set at p ≤ .0083
(.05 ÷ 6) to reflect a Bonferroni adjustment to control for test-wise error. The
MANOVA design consisted of one within-subject factor (Posttest vs. Retention
Test) and two between factors, (RNP vs. CC and Grade 4 vs. Grade 5). The depen-
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Table 3
Congruence Between Original Subscales and Extracted Factors

Original Subscale Test Item Numbers

Concepts 4a 4b 5 6 7 8 9 10
Posttest *† *† *† *† * *† *
Retention Test * * *† *† *† *

Equivalence 13 14 15 16
Posttest *† *† *† *
Retention Test *† *† *† *

Ordering 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
Posttest *† *† *† *† *†
Retention Test *† * *† *† * *

Operations (+, –) 1 2 3 24 25 27 28 29
and Estimation

Posttest *† *† *† *† *†
Retention Test *† *† *† *† *†

Transfer 11 12 31 32 33 34 35
Posttest * * * *† *† *† *†
Retention Test *† *† * *† *† *† *†

New Subscale

Estimation 1 2 3
Posttest *† *† *†
Retention Test *† *† *†

Note. † designates a factor loading ≥ .40 (i.e., item shares at least 16% of the variance with corre-
sponding factor).

* p < .01.



dent variables for the first MANOVA were total scores on the posttest and reten-
tion test. A separate MANOVA also was run for each of the six revised subscales.
The design was identical to that of the first MANOVA except that scores on the
subscales, rather than the total test scores, were used as dependent variables. 

Table 4 contains the summary of the MANOVA results for grade level and treat-
ment comparisons. No significant grade level effects were found. The significant
F-values shown for RNP vs. Text (see column 3, table 4) suggest substantial treat-
ment effects favoring the RNP treatment on the total test and on four of the six
subscales: concepts, order, transfer, and estimation. A significant interaction was
found between treatment and grade-level for the scores on the equivalence subscale,
F(1,62) = 8.74, p = .004. A simple effects test was performed as a post hoc proce-
dure to determine the source of the interaction (Howell, 1997). When grade-level
was held constant, a significant difference between treatments was found for
Grade 5, F(1, 62) = 11.63, p = .004, whereas the equivalence subscale difference
was not significant for Grade 4, F(1, 62) = .33, p = .571. In Grade 5, the RNP group
performed better than the CC group, whereas in Grade 4, the performance on equiv-
alence items was similar between the two groups.

Table 4
Summary of MANOVA Results for Total Test and Revised Subscales

Grade 4 vs.
Grade 5 RNP vs. Text

Between Subjects Between Subjects Significant
F F Interactions

Total Test .6 15.5* None
Subscales

Concepts .6 24.6* None
Equivalence 1.2 4.9 Grade by Treatment
Order .3 13.83* None
Operations (+, –) 2.2 .3 None
Transfer .87 18.9* None
Estimation 1.9 10.7* None  

Note. df = (1, 62) for grade level and treatment comparisons. All significance levels tested at  
α = .0083 (.05 ÷ 6) to control for test-wise error using the Bonferroni Procedure.

* p < .0083.

Effect sizes. In the absence of a significant grade-level effect on the total test and
each of the six subscales, the Grade 4 and Grade 5 data were pooled. The subse-
quent calculation of means and standard deviations was conducted on RNP (Grade
4 and Grade 5) vs. CC (Grade 4 and Grade 5) for the total test and for the six revised
subscales on the posttest and retention test (See Table 5). Effect sizes and power
estimates were calculated for the differences between RNP and CC groups. The
SPSS MANOVA POWER subcommand was used to determine estimated power
values and to calculate partial eta squared as an index of effect size. According to
Cohen (1977), an eta squared of .01 is a small effect, .06 is a medium effect, and
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.14 is a large effect. The eta-squared values for the total test and 4 of the 6 subscales
(concepts, order, transfer, and estimation) were greater than .14, and thus the
power values were quite high for the total test and for these four subscales. The
large effect sizes and power values indicate that the differences between RNP and
CC students are both meaningful and reliable. 

Table 5
Means and Standard Deviations for Treatment Groups by Posttest and Retention Test
Along With Effect Size and Power Estimates

RNP CC RNP CC Effect Power
Posttest Posttest Retention Retention Sizea

Test Test

Total Test 63 53 58 49 .205 .972
(9) (11) (10) (13)

Subscales
Concepts 56 40 52 38 .284 .998

(14) (15) (13) (15)
Equivalence 64 58 63 56 .073 .584

(14) (17) (17) (19)
Order 80 70 75 68 .182 .955

(11) (11) (9) (11) 
Operations (+, –) 78 78 63 59 .005 .047

(8) (13) (12) (17) 
Transfer 43 30 45 33 .240 .990

(10) (11) (13) (13) 
Estimation 69 50 63 48 .149 .895

(21) (23) (21) (25) 

Note. Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) are depicted as percents.
aEffect size calculated as eta-squared by SPSS MANOVA POWER command. A large effect would

be a value >.14.

Summary of quantitative analysis. From students’ performance on the written
tests, we conclude that there were significant differences in student achievement
between students using the RNP curriculum and students using a commercial
curriculum. The significant MANOVA F for total test scores suggests that RNP
students significantly outperformed students using the commercial curriculum on
both the overall posttest and retention test results. Subscale analyses on the posttest
and retention test identified four significant differences, all favoring RNP students.
These subscales show that the RNP students had a stronger conceptual under-
standing of fractions, were better able to judge the relative sizes of two fractions,
used this knowledge to estimate sums or differences, and were better able to
transfer their understanding of fractions to tasks not directly taught to them. No
differences were found between RNP and CC students on equivalence items or
items dealing with symbolic addition and subtraction. Given that the CC group spent
much more instructional time on the operations, this was somewhat surprising. Only
5 of the 23 RNP lessons dealt with addition and subtraction.
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Qualitative Analysis

Interview data results. Analyses of the interviews document the nature of the
differences in thinking between the RNP group and the CC group. To highlight these
differences, we have presented four examples: responses to two ordering questions
(same numerator and residual) and to two fraction estimation tasks (addition and
subtraction). These types of questions were selected to illustrate differences in the
groups’ number sense for fractions. Students need a well-internalized concept of
the “bigness” of rational numbers; without this conceptual foundation, they cannot
operate on fractions in a meaningful way. The ordering questions show how
students judge the relative sizes of fractions, and those on estimation provide
students with the opportunity to use their understanding of the relative sizes of frac-
tions to construct a reasonable answer to a fraction operation task.

Table 6 presents a summary of results from the classroom teachers’ interviews
of fourth and fifth graders at the end of the study on a fraction comparison ques-
tion. Students interviewed were asked to select the larger of two fractions, 4/15 or
4/10. Fourth and fifth graders who have developed fraction concepts using manip-
ulative models should select 4/15 as the smaller fraction without relying on proce-
dures like cross products or finding least common denominators. For example, one
RNP fourth grader reasoned as follows: “4/15 is less because tenths are bigger.
Fifteenths are smaller. It takes more fifteenths to cover the circle; you have equal
top numbers.”

Table 6
Results From Fourth- and Fifth-Grade Students’ Performance on a Problem
Comparing Two Fractions With the Same Numerator: Which Is Larger?  4/15 or 4/10?

RNP Group CC Group
(n = 95) (n = 99)

Correct
Conceptual 65 (68%) 34 (34%)
Procedural 7 (7%) 23 (23%)
No Explanation 0 3 (3%) 
Manipulatives 3 (3%) 2 (2%)   
Unclear 2 (2%) 2 (2%)    
Wrong Reasoning 2 (2%) 4 (4%)

Totals 79 (83%) 68 (69%)  

Incorrect
Conceptual 3 (3%) 3 (3%)
Procedural 9 (10%) 21 (21%)
No Explanation 1 (1%) 5 (5%)
Manipulatives 3 (3%) 1 (1%)
Unclear 0 1 (1%)

Totals 16 (17%) 31 (31%)  

Note. Percentages may not add to 100 because of rounding.

This answer shows the student understood the compensatory relationship between
the number of equal parts of a whole and the size of each part. This student made
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a connection between symbols and a concrete model and coordinated the rela-
tionship between the numerator and denominator, and such a response was coded
as “conceptual.” A procedural response reflected a reiteration of a rule with no
reflection on the fractions as numbers. For example, a CC student gave this expla-
nation for why 4/15 is less than 4/10: “You need to multiply 15 × 4 and 10 × 4.
Whichever one is larger is bigger; whichever one is less will be smaller.”  This
student’s reasoning was coded as procedural because it involved the application
of a rote algorithm that did not consider the numbers in the problem as fractions. 

As shown in Table 6, RNP students were not only more successful than CC
students in ordering these two fractions (83% vs. 69%), but they relied on a
conceptual ordering strategy more frequently than did the CC students (68% vs.
34%). Although 44 out of the 99 CC students attempted a procedural strategy, 21
did so incorrectly. Sample responses to the ordering question for selected categories
are shown in Figure 2.

In examining student responses, we found that RNP students relied on their
mental images of fraction circles in their responses—judging the size of each frac-
tion by thinking about the relationship between the numerator and denominator.
CC students often applied a common denominator procedure taught to them that
did not require consideration of a fraction as a single entity. As a result of discon-
necting the fraction symbols from a physical embodiment, students do not discern
the relationship between the numerator and denominator or how this relationship
affects the size of the number. Students then make errors that are based on whole-
number ordering strategies, as shown by their incorrect procedural responses. A
larger percentage of CC students than of RNP students made this type of error (21%
vs. 10%).

Table 7 presents data from classroom teachers’ interviews of fourth graders on
another fraction question: Which is larger? 4/5 or 11/12?  This question uses a frac-
tion pair that invites a residual ordering strategy, one that focuses on what is left
over, or the difference between the fractional part and one unit. To solve this
problem without an algorithm, students would need to rely on their mental pictures
of the two fractions, deciding on their relative sizes by making a judgment about
the amount that each fraction is away from the whole. Our previous work found
that 40% to 50% of the fourth graders constructed this residual strategy. Problems
of this type were not explicitly addressed in the RNP Level 1 curriculum, but oppor-
tunities to construct this strategy are offered to students in the Level 2 book. We
included this question to see if any students in this study could construct this strategy
in an interview situation prior to instruction.

Because RNP students were not taught in class a least common denominator or
cross-product procedure for ordering fractions, they would have to rely on their
mental images of fractions and to coordinate both size-of-piece and number-of-piece
aspects of those mental images to order this pair. In this example, the one part that
each fraction is away from the whole tells something about the relative sizes of the
two fractions. In this case, the fraction 4/5 is 1/5 away from the whole and is smaller
than the fraction 11/12, which is 1/12 away from the whole. Results show that close
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RNP Correct—Conceptual
• The green fraction piece [fifteenths] is smaller than the purple piece [tenths]. You

have 4 of each. So since the greens are smaller than the purple then you know it is
smaller.

• Because if you divide it into 15 pieces it would be smaller than if you divide it
into 10 pieces.

RNP Correct—Procedural 
• [Student finds cross products].
• Higher number on bottom of 4/15 and the tops are the same. [No reference to

concrete model of to idea of fifteenths.]

RNP Incorrect—Conceptual
• Fifteenths are smaller than tenths. [But still identified 4/10 as smaller fraction.]
• Because 4/10 has more groups than 4/5. [4/5 was given instead of 4/15.]

RNP Incorrect—Procedural
• Because 10 is less than 15.
• If you take 4 from 15 it’s 11; if you take 4 from 10 that’s 6. 6 is way smaller

than 11. 

CC Correct—Conceptual
• Because 4/15 the pieces have to be smaller because there are more pieces and

4/10, the pieces are bigger.
• The two top numbers are the same so that tells you get the same number of pieces

but the bottom numbers tell you which have the bigger pieces. Look which
denominator is smaller and that’s the bigger pieces. So 4/10 is the bigger fraction. 

CC Correct—Procedural
• I got a common denominator. Since 15 × 2 = 30 and 10 × 3 = 30. Then 15 × 2= 30

so 4 × 2 = 8 and 10 × 3 = 30 so 3 × 4 = 12.
• I can reduce 4/10 to 2/5 then change to fifteenths—6/15; so 4/15 is less.

CC Incorrect—Conceptual
• The shaded parts are equal.
• 4/10 is less because 4/15 is in a circle graph—the pie pieces are smaller and in 10

the pieces are bigger. [Inconsistency between answer and reasoning.]

CC Incorrect—Procedural
• Because if you have 4 out of 15, it leaves 11 left. And if you have 4 out of 10, it

leaves 6 left.
• Since the both have the same numerator, I just looked at the denominator and

picked one that was less.

Figure 2. Sample responses to a question comparing fractions with the same numerator:
Which is larger?  4/15 or 4/10?
Note. Authors comments appear in brackets.



to 40% of the fourth graders interviewed from the RNP group constructed a
residual strategy to order these two fraction pairs. Fewer CC students (16%) did
this. Although the overall percentages of correct and incorrect responses were close
for the two groups (62% RNP; 67% CC), how students thought about the problem
differed markedly. RNP students’ responses were more conceptual, whereas CC
students’ responses were more procedural. More RNP students than CC students
were able to verbalize their thinking, as noted in the number of responses catego-
rized as no explanation or unclear. Sample student responses to this question are
shown in Figure 3.

Table 8 summarizes data from an item on the final interview given by RNP staff
to 17 fourth graders.1 Students were asked to respond to an addition estimation ques-
tion (2/3 + 3/12) that was embedded in a story problem; the correct answer was
judged to be greater than 1/2 but less than 1. Estimation questions offer students
an opportunity to use their understanding of the relative sizes of fractions to judge
what would be a reasonable result to operating on two fractions. Responses that
relied on mental images to determine the relative size of a fraction were coded as
conceptual, whereas responses that relied solely on symbolic procedures with no
reference to the relative sizes of the two fractions were coded as procedural.
Estimation after finding an exact answer also was coded as procedural.

Although the small sample size precludes any definitive conclusions, the results
in Table 8 show that the RNP students were more likely than the CC students to
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Table 7
Results From Fourth-Grade Students’ Performance on a Problem 
Comparing Two Fractions Using a Residual Strategy: Which Is Larger?  4/5 or 11/12?

RNP Group CC Group
(n = 53) (n = 57)

Correct
Conceptual 21 (40%) 9 (16%)
Procedural 3 (6%) 18 (32%)
No Explanation 0 3 (5%)
Pictures or Manipulatives 8 (15%) 3 (5%)
Unclear 1 (2%) 5  (9%)

Totals 33 (62%) 38 (67%)  

Incorrect
Conceptual 13 (25%) 5 (9%)
Procedural 1 (2%) 7 (12%)
No Explanation 1 (2%) 2 (4%)
Pictures or Manipulatives 2 (4%) 2 (4%)    
Unclear 3 (6%) 3 (5%)

Totals  20 (38%) 19 (33%)

Note. Percentages may not add to 100 because of rounding.

1 Of the ten RNP students originally selected to be interviewed four times, two were tracked into a
low mathematics group and did not finish the lessons. These two students were not given the final
interview; therefore, they were interviewed only three times. One CC student did not take the final
interview.
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RNP Correct—Conceptual
• 4/5 takes a bigger piece to get 1 whole. 11/12 takes a smaller piece to get 1 whole. 
• 4/5 has bigger pieces but one piece is left; 11/12 has smaller pieces but only 1

piece left. Fifth piece that is missing is bigger

RNP Correct—Procedural 
• [Student finds the cross product.]
• Bottom number is lower than the other one.

RNP Incorrect—Conceptual
• Equal because both 4/5 and 11/12 are one away from the whole.
• 11/12 is less. Twelfths are smaller than fifths. So it would take more pieces to fill

a whole circle.

RNP Incorrect—Procedural
• 11/12 is less. Because if you triple 4 it would equal 12 but not 11, so they are not

equal. The size of the pieces makes a difference. 

CC Correct—Conceptual
• If you have 12 pieces and 12/12 equal 1 whole. Less pieces would be a little

smaller. The 12 pieces are so small that when you take one away it’s not going
to be that big of a gap. But in 4/5 the pieces are bigger, so there would be a
bigger gap.

• 4/5 pieces are bigger than 11/12 pieces. So there is a smaller piece left over
with 11/12. 

CC Correct – Procedural
• [Student finds the cross product.]
• [Student changes to denominators of 60: 48/60 < 55/60.]

CC Incorrect—Conceptual
• Because if you had little piece and you only picked 11 and if you had 5 large

pieces and you picked 4 there would be more in 4/5 than 11/12.
• 11/12 is less. Because the equal amount of pieces is 12 and they have to be small.

The 4/5 pieces have to be bigger, there are fewer of the big pieces but because
they are small it’s more.

CC Incorrect—Procedural
• They are equal because 5 is one more than 4 and 12 is 1 more than 11.
• 11/12 is less. I took 5 × 11 = 55 and 4 × 12 = 48; 55 > 48.

Figure 3. Sample responses to a question about the relative sizes of fractions: Which is
larger?  4/5 or 11/12?
Note. Authors comments appear in brackets.



use a conceptual strategy and to answer correctly. The CC students gave more
correct procedural responses or correct responses without explanations than their
RNP counterparts. Some sample responses that illustrate the coding categories
appear below:

RNP Correct—Conceptual

• It would be more than 1/2. It would be less than a whole. If you had 2-thirds,
that’s more than half and then you put 3-twelfths to add to it, it would not be a
whole. When asked how she knew it wasn’t going to be a whole she said: 3-
twelfths isn’t very big so you’d add a little more.

• About one. 1/3 is bigger than 1/12. Then 3/12 wouldn’t equal 1/3. And you need
2 more thirds to equal a whole.

• Greater than 1/2. It takes 3 reds [twelfths] to cover one blue [fourths] so it prob-
ably takes 4 reds to cover a brown [thirds]. So there’s only 2 of 3 [browns].
There’s a gap when you fill with 3 reds.

RNP Incorrect

• About one. 3-twelfths equals 1-third; 2-thirds plus 1-third equals one.

CC Correct—Procedural

• Greater than 1/2 and less than one. I know how many times this could go into
12 is four and you go four to get the denominator. And it was four times three,
you take three times four equal twelve and then two times four equals eight and
then you get 8-twelfths. Then you go 8-twelfths plus 3-twelfths equals 11-
twelfths and then it’s more than 1/2 and less than one.

• Greater than 1/2; less than one. I am just guessing.

CC Incorrect

• Less than 1/2. [Unable to explain reasoning.] 

• More than one. I don’t know. It just seems high.
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Table 8
Results From Fourth-Grade Students’ Performance on an Addition Estimation Question
Given During the Final Interview

Marty was making two types of cookies. He used 3/12 cup of flour for one recipe and
2/3 cup for the other. How much flour did he use altogether?  Without working out the
exact answer, give an estimate that is reasonable. [If necessary, interviewers asked, Is
it greater than 1/2 or less than 1/2? Greater than 1 or less than 1?]   

Correct; Correct; Correct;  No Missing
Conceptual Procedural explanation Incorrect data

RNP  (n = 8) 6 0 0 1 1
CC  (n = 9) 0 2 2 4 1 



RNP students’ thinking depended on mental images of fractions; these images
related directly to fraction circles, the manipulative most often used in the instruc-
tion. Their thinking modeled the type of number sense that mathematics educators
advocate and differed greatly from that of their CC counterparts. Differences in
students’ abilities to verbalize were evident, with more RNP students than CC
students demonstrating an ability to describe their thought processes. But then, RNP
lessons emphasized student discussion of ideas and translations to and from the
verbal mode of representation. The manipulatives themselves became the focal
point for student discussion, with students talking about their actions with manip-
ulatives. The extended use of physical models may have fostered the development
of students’ verbal skills.

Data from a subtraction estimation question (11/12 – 4/6) given to fourth graders
by the classroom teachers is presented in Table 9. The correct answer was deter-
mined to be less than 1/2, unless the estimation strategy that the student used
rounded 11/12 to one and 4/6 to 1/2; in this case, equal to 1/2 was deemed to be
correct. Responses that reflected an understanding of the relative sizes of the frac-
tions were coded as conceptual; responses where students found an exact answer
and then estimated were coded as procedural. Responses that applied whole-
number counting strategies to parts of the fractions also were coded as procedural.
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Table 9 
Results From Fourth-Grade Students’ Performance on a Subtraction Estimation
Problem: Tell Me About Where 11/12 – 4/6 Would Be On This Number Line 

RNP Group CC Group
(n = 49) (n = 34)

Correct
Conceptual 20 (41%) 2 (6%)
Procedural 5 (10%) 14 (41%)
No Explanation 2 (4%) 0  
Pictures or Manipulatives 8 (16%) 0  
Unclear 2 (4%) 0

Totals 37 (76%) 16 (47%) 
Incorrect

Conceptual 7 (14%) 3 (9%)  
Procedural 2 (4%) 6 (18%)  
No Explanation 3 (6%) 6 (18%)  
Pictures or Manipulatives 0 0  
Unclear 0 3 (9%)

Totals  12 (24%) 18 (53%)  

Missing Data 4 23  
Note. Missing data for the RNP group represents those students who did not complete all lessons and
therefore did not respond to this question. Missing data for the CC group represents teacher error.
In particular, teachers  asked the wrong question. For unknown reasons, teachers posed the ques-
tion 11/12 – 4/6 as “identify 11/12 and 4/6 on this number line.” Percentages may not add to 100
because of rounding.

0 1
2 1 1 21

2



Estimation should precede calculation. By using one’s number sense for frac-
tions, a reasonable estimate of 11/12 – 4/6 would be less than 1/2. Some students
reasoned as follows: The fraction 11/12 is not quite 1, whereas 4/6 is greater than
1/2. An amount just less than 1 minus an amount greater than 1/2 must be less
than 1/2. To reason in this manner, students needed to call up images of 11/12
and 4/6 and then operate on these images mentally. The results in Table 9 show
that 75% of RNP fourth graders as compared to 47% of CC fourth graders were
able to provide a reasonable estimate to this problem, but differences in strate-
gies used by students in the two groups highlight differences in their thinking
about how to reach an estimate. Twenty of the 49 RNP responses reflected the
conceptual kind of thinking noted above. Only 2 out of 34 CC students estimated
by reflecting on the relative sizes of the fractions. In general, CC students esti-
mated after finding the exact answer. Examples of the kind of reasoning and
strategies just described and other examples used by the RNP and CC students
can be seen in Figure 4.

Summary of Interview Data

Analyses of the interview data showed important differences in student thinking.
Percentages of conceptually oriented responses were higher for RNP students
than for CC students. Results showed that a large percentage of the students in class-
rooms where teachers used the RNP lessons developed a strong conceptual under-
standing of fractions. These students had mental representations for the symbols
and used these representations to determine the relative sizes of fractions. They
consolidated their understandings to estimate sums or differences of two fractions
by judging the fractions’ relative sizes and then mentally operating on them. In addi-
tion, data from interviews showed that most of the RNP incorrect responses were
conceptually based, suggesting that many RNP students were well on their way to
developing these understandings.

The percentages of conceptually oriented responses are considerably lower for
the CC group and reflect the method of instruction. Instruction provided by the
commercial curricula emphasized procedural skill and offered students limited
opportunities with manipulative models. Results from the interview task shown in
Table 6 are especially revealing. Only 34% of the CC students ordered 4/10 and
4/15 conceptually as compared to 68% of the RNP students. Given that CC students
did not construct a well-internalized concept of the size of fractions, it is not
surprising that as a group they did not apply number sense to find an estimate to
fraction operation tasks but instead relied on procedures that did not include
judging the relative sizes of the numbers.

DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was measure and contrast the impacts of two different
curricula on the achievement of initial fraction ideas by fourth and fifth graders. One
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RNP Correct—Conceptual
• 11/12 is more than 4/6. I know that 11/12 is nearly one whole thing and 4/6 is

way over 1/2. So when I take 4/6 away from 11/12 I will get way less than 1/2.
• I was thinking about reds for twelfths and 11 is really close to a whole and for

sixths, four sixths is almost one whole. I tried to take away sixths and I thought it
would be close to, less than 1/2.

RNP Correct—Procedural 
• I changed 4/6 to 8/12 and 11 – 8 = 3 so 3/12 is less than 1/2. You need three more

pieces to equal 1/12.

RNP Incorrect—Conceptual
• I took 1/12 and thought of 4/6. 3/6 is 1/2 of 6 and take away 1/2 and then add on

11/12.
• 11/12 is one away from the whole, 4/6 is two away from a whole so I think it will

be a little over 1/2.

RNP Incorrect—Procedural
• 11/12 is almost a whole. 4/6 changes into 3/12 and subtract from 11/12 equals 9/12.

CC Correct—Conceptual
• 11/12 is close to 1 whole and 4/6 is close to 1/2 so you can subtract 1/2 from one.

So the answer is about 1/2.
• 11/12 is about a whole. 4/6 is about 1/2 so I put the “X” by 1/2.

CC Correct—Procedural
• The answer is 3/12 and that’s the same as 1/4. 1/4 is less than 1/2.
• Common denominator is 12. 11 – 8 = 3; that is 3/12 = 1/4.

CC Incorrect—Conceptual
• 11/12 is close to one and 4/6 is more than half which means the answer is more

than 1/2.

CC Incorrect—Procedural
• I changed 4/6 to 8/12 and then subtracted from 11/12 and I get 3/12. [Marked

answer as greater than 1/2 but less than 1.]
• I took 11 – 4 = 7. I added 12 and 6 and got 18 so I got 7/18 and I thought 11/18 is

between 1/2 and 1.

Figure 4. Sample responses to a question about the location of 11/12 – 4/6 on a number line
Note. Authors comments appear in brackets.

group used one of two district-supported commercial curricula for the learning of frac-
tions, whereas the other group used the RNP fraction curriculum, which emphasized
the extended use of multiple physical models and translations within and between
other modes of representation-pictures, written symbols, verbal symbols, and real-



world contexts. Written tests and interview tasks were used to measure student
achievement and describe differences in students’ thinking on fraction tasks. 

The results show the importance of providing students with instruction that
involves multiple representations—particularly multiple manipulative models—
over extended periods to help them develop initial fraction ideas. With just 4 hours
of staff development, classroom teachers were able to implement the RNP frac-
tion curriculum effectively. Students in these classrooms demonstrated a number
sense for fractions that was similar to understandings documented in earlier RNP
teaching experiments in small group and classroom settings. In particular, students
using RNP project materials had significantly higher mean scores on the posttest
and retention test and had higher mean scores on four (of six) subscales: concepts,
order, transfer and estimation. No significant differences were found on equiva-
lence items or symbolic operation tasks. We actually expected RNP students to
do less well than CC students on the operation tasks asking for exact answers,
because CC students spent considerably more time on the topic. We conclude that
the conceptually focused experiences gave students the foundation to tackle
procedural tasks successfully even though they spent less classroom time learning
the procedural skills. RNP students’ development of procedural knowledge was
apparently not impeded despite their having devoted very limited classroom time
to it.

Interview data showed differences between the two groups in students’ thinking
about fractions. RNP students, in general, approached order and estimation tasks
conceptually by building on their mental images of fractions; these mental images
most often described the fraction circle model. Compared to RNP students, CC
students relied on procedures more often to solve order and estimation tasks.

The program of study used by the CC students did not include a wide variety of
materials or regular use of hands-on manipulative experiences but focused instead
on pictorial and symbolic modes of representation. Students learned fraction
ordering by finding common denominators or cross products, and equivalence was
treated as a symbolic manipulation involving multiplying by n/n. Developing a flex-
ible concept of unit and a quantitative concept of fraction was not seriously
addressed in either of the CC programs. There were substantial differences in the
amounts of time devoted to various subtopics, as well. For example, in the RNP
group, a large amount of time was devoted to developing an understanding of the
meaning of the fraction symbol by making connections between the symbols and
multiple physical models. The RNP students developed order and equivalence ideas
concretely. Of the 23 lessons, only 5 lessons dealt with fraction operations.

In both commercial series, the major concern was the development of proficiency
in operations with fractions—finding equivalent fractions, adding, subtracting,
finding common denominators. There also were substantial differences in the
presentations of these topics. For example, in the RNP group, symbols and their
manipulation were closely tied to physical objects and physical transformations on
these objects. Students also made connections among symbols, pictures, and
contexts, with language facilitating translations among different representations.
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In the CC group, symbol manipulation seemed to be an end in itself, independent
of context and physical models. 

Goals for fraction instruction can be set that reflect the more conceptual frame-
work espoused by the NCTM Standards than the procedurally-oriented goals set
by more conventional approaches as exemplified in these two commercial curricula.
The Principles and Standards for School Mathematics (NCTM, 2000) supports the
notion that Grades 3–5 are the critical years for developing a solid conceptual frame-
work for work with rational numbers. This foundation is intended to undergird the
development of computational fluency with rational numbers, which begins in
Grades 3–5 but should be the major focus in Grades 6-8. Teachers in Grades 3–5
can reach more conceptually oriented goals by using a curriculum that provides
children with learning experiences that offer multiple modes of representations and
with multiple concrete models. 

As shown in this study, teachers may not always need extensive preparation to
use such a new curriculum effectively. Recall, though, that the 66 teachers volun-
teered to participate in this study. This may represent a biased sample of teachers
who were looking for ways to teach fractions differently and more effectively. The
random assignment procedures that the study used, however, essentially eliminated
any treatment, classroom (teacher), or school bias that may have existed. 

The assessment instrument was more closely aligned with the RNP curriculum.
Although the assessment accurately reflected district goals and those goals presented
in the NCTM Curriculum and Evaluation Standards (1989), the tests did not
measure procedural skill to the same extent that they measured conceptual knowl-
edge. Although our assessments contained items that could be solved from either
a conceptual or procedural perspective, additional items assessing procedural skill
may have shown greater strength in this area among the CC students than among
the RNP students.

What was the nature of the materials that underlie these results? First of all, the
RNP curriculum is organized so that teachers had little extra work to do in order
to implement lessons. RNP lessons explain in a great deal of detail how to intro-
duce, develop, and reinforce ideas. A second important aspect of the RNP lessons
is the integrated set of extended comments for the teacher in the margins regarding
anticipated student-learning problems and suggestions for resolving these issues.
Many of these problem areas were first illuminated in our own earlier work with
children (Behr et al., 1984; Bezuk et al., 1989; Post et al., 1985; Post et al., 1992)
and discussed in several of the RNP publications. Other issues were gleaned from
the relatively extensive literature base in the domain (Brown, 1993; Kieren, 1976;
Mack, 1993; Sowder, Bezuk, & Sowder, 1993). Our interview notes indicated that
teachers appreciated, profited from, and used these insights and suggestions.

Fractions represent a new number system that is based on multiplication, rather
than addition. New rules and relationships exist, and students need time to sort
through these ideas using a variety of physical representations. RNP lessons
actively involved children over extended periods of time with concrete models for
fractions and provided extended opportunities for students to talk to one another
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and to their teacher about their evolving understandings. The RNP materials incor-
porated regular and sustained attention to translations within and among five
modes of representation as suggested by Lesh (1979). This translation model
extends the ideas of Bruner (1966) and adds verbal and real-world modes of repre-
sentation to Bruner’s original enactive, iconic, and symbolic modes. The mathe-
matical ideas developed were represented in all five modes with focus on the manip-
ulation of physical models and determining similarities and differences among these
models as suggested originally by Dienes (1969) in his mathematical and percep-
tual variability principles. 

Of equal importance is the interactive nature of the five modes and in particular
the translations within and between them. Thus, a child might be given a fraction
circle showing 2/3 and asked to show “that” fraction with chips and to reflect on
how the two models are alike and different. Translating from one manipulative
model to another in this way is a qualitatively different and intellectually more
demanding task than showing 2/3 using a single model. Similarly, a child might
be asked to model a story problem with chips and to explain in his or her own words
how and why chips can be used to model the story problem. This task involves trans-
lating from a real-world to a manipulative to a verbal model. A basic tenet of earlier
RNP work was the belief that it is the translations within and between modes of
representation that make ideas meaningful for children (Behr et al., 1984; Post et
al., 1985). We believe that some degree of cognitive disequilibrium is necessary
for concept development within the domain of rational number (Behr et al., 1994)
and that translations provide students with an opportunity to overcome aspects of
their own cognitive disequilibrium as related to these new ideas. This study
suggests students do profit from these translation activities, and that materials can
be written in such a way that classroom teachers can effectively implement lessons
based on a translation model.

In summary, we believe RNP teachers were able to be effective because of the
careful structure of the materials and the integration of information on student
thinking into each lesson. We believe these students learned disproportionately well
because they spent their time interacting with fraction ideas in multiple ways and
were provided extended periods of time to develop an understanding of the meaning
of symbols. Investing time in fostering students’ understanding of rational number
concepts was shown to be an effective method for developing a quantitative sense
for fractions in large numbers of fourth and fifth graders. The theoretical frame-
work and lesson structure employed here can be applied to other mathematical
topics and shows promise in enabling large numbers of teachers to participate in
the curriculum regeneration process and to improve student understandings. 
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APPENDIX A

Scope and Sequence for RNP Curriculum—Level 1

LESSON MANIPULATIVE TOPICS  

1 Fraction Circles Exploration with circles  
2 Fraction Circles Model and verbally name 1-half, 1-third, 

1-fourth  
3 Fraction Circles Model and verbally name unit fractions 

with denominators greater than 4  
4 Paper Folding Compare paper folding to fraction 

circles. Model and name (verbally and 
with written words) unit and non-unit 
fractions  
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LESSON MANIPULATIVE TOPICS  

5 Fraction Circles Model fractions and record with 
symbols a/b

6 Fraction Circles Model the concept that the greater 
number of parts a unit is divided into the 
smaller is each part  

7 Paper Folding Reinforce the concept that the greater 
number of parts a unit is divided into the 
smaller is each part  

8 Fraction Circles Fraction equivalence  
9 Fraction Circles/Pictures Fraction equivalence  
10 Paper Folding Fraction equivalence  
11 Fraction Circles Order fractions by comparing to 1/2  
12 Chips Introduce new model for fraction < 1 by 

connecting to familiar model  
13 Chips Model fractions using several units for

same fraction  
14 Chips Model fractions; determine fractions 

that can be shown given a set of chips  
15 Chips Fraction equivalence  
16 Fraction Circles Reconstruct the unit given the fraction 

part  
17 Fraction Circles Model fractions > 1 using mixed and 

improper notation  
18 Fraction Circles Fraction equivalence for 1/2 based on 

number pattern
19 Fraction Circles Estimate sum of two fractions within 

story contexts  
20 Fraction Circles Find sum of two fractions using fraction 

circles  
21 Fraction Circles Estimate and solve concretely fraction 

subtraction using “take-away” and 
“difference”  contexts  

22 Fraction Circles Estimate and solve fraction subtraction 
using “difference” and “how many 
more” contexts  

23  Summary activities to tie together 
students’ quantitative understanding of 
symbols and addition and subtraction      
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APPENDIX B

Scope and Sequence for the Commercial Curricula Used in the Study

Addison-Wesley: Grade 4 Holt: Grade 4
Topic Pages Topic Pages

Parts of a region 3 Parts of a region 4
Parts of a set 2 Parts of a set 2
Equivalent fractions 4 Equivalent fractions 2
Lowest term fractions 2 Lowest term fractions 2
Comparing fractions 2 Comparing fractions 2
Fraction of a number 4 Fraction of a number 2
Mixed numbers 2 Mixed numbers 2
Addition and subtraction Addition and subtraction

Like denominators 5 Like denominators 4
Unlike denominators 4 Unlike denominators 4
Mixed numbers 2 Mixed numbers 2

Problem solving 8 Estimation 2
Probability 1 Problem solving 11
Review/chapter test 6 Probability 2

Fractions & measurement 2
Review/chapter test 7

AW: Grade 5 HBJ Grade 5
Topic Pages Topic Pages  

Parts of region/set 2 Parts of region/set 2
Equivalent fractions 2 Equivalent fractions 4
GCF/LCM 4 GCF/LCM 4
Lowest term fractions 2 Lowest term fractions 2
Comparing fractions 2 Comparing fractions 4
Mixed/improper nos. 4 Mixed/improper nos. 9
Addition and subtraction Addition and subtraction

Like denominators 2 Like denominators 2
Unlike denominators 4 Unlike denominators 8
Mixed numbers: 10 Mixed numbers 6
(some renaming) (some renaming)

Problem Solving 9 Problem solving 11
Review/chapter test 5 Estimation 2

Fraction of number 2
Fraction multiplication 4
Fraction division 2
Review/chapter test 6
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Telegraphic Reviews

Becoming a Reflective Mathematics Teacher. (2002). Alice F. Artzt and Eleanor Armour-
Thomas. Mahwah, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates. 255 pp. ISBN 0-8058-3036-7
$59.95 (hb.); 0-8058-3037-5 $27.50 (pb.).
Analysis of one’s own and others’ teaching is an important component of secondary math-

ematics methods courses and most student teaching experiences. Artzt and Armour-
Thomas’s book uses research-based frameworks to establish foci for observations of and
reflections on teaching. The authors indicate the impact of teachers’ knowledge, beliefs,
and goals on their planning, monitoring and regulating, and evaluating and revising of
instruction. The lesson dimensions of task, discourse, and learning environment are care-
fully explained, and citations of relevant research are included for each dimension.
Although the authors advocate and describe a student-centered teacher model, their obser-
vation schemes are useful in describing a spectrum of models, from strongly student-
centered to strongly teacher-centered.  Early chapters explain and illustrate the frameworks,
and later chapters provide detailed assignments for observing a specific aspect of teaching
(e.g., nature of the content, nature of the discourse, homework). Related appendices present
helpful descriptions of user-friendly data collection methods. After the aspects are treated
individually, a section outlines an assignment involving the observation of all of them. The
concluding chapters discuss how to use the frameworks for analyzing one’s own teaching
and how such analysis can lead to accounts for a portfolio. Although there is a certain
amount of vocabulary that students will be likely to find unique to the text (e.g., preactive,
postactive), it would not seem likely to interfere with students’ understanding. As the title
suggests, the book is written specifically for mathematics education and is rich in relevant
examples. The observation assignments will be helpful for instructors whose preservice
methods courses include observations or who have seminars in conjunction with student
teaching. The book could also be used to engage inservice teachers in viewing and reflecting
on their practice.  

The Teaching and Learning of Mathematics at the University Level: An ICMI Study. (2001).
Derek Holton (Ed.). Boston: Kluwer Academic. 560 pp. ISBN 0-7923-7191-7 $190 (hb.).
Numerous books have been written about changes that have taken place or might take

place in elementary and secondary mathematics education. Although some books describe
research on the learning of specific content at the college level, fewer describe reform
efforts in teaching at that level. This book, a report from the ICMI Study on the Teaching
and Learning of Mathematics at the University Level, includes descriptions of teaching
initiatives in many countries. Editor Holton notes that the larger and more diverse student
population now entering universities has not resulted in a greater number of mathematics
majors. He believes, therefore, that university mathematicians “are more likely to take an
interest in mathematics education and what it offers” (p. v). Thus, the study was intended
to provide a forum for mathematicians and mathematics educators to exchange and
discuss pedagogical ideas. The book acquaints mathematicians with methods of teaching
other than those that they themselves experienced. The two pieces comprising the book’s
introduction argue the need for such change in teaching methods. Other sections describe
different teaching practices, the use of technology, types of assessment, and teacher
education. A section on research provides an introduction to the types of questions asked
and the methodologies employed in mathematics education research. Examples of research
in the learning of linear algebra and calculus help to illustrate research issues, findings,
and implications.

         This material may not be copied or distributed electronically or in any other format without written permission from NCTM. 
         Copyright © 2002 The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, Inc. www.nctm.org. All rights reserved. 
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Unlocking the Clubhouse: Women in Computing (2002). Jane Margolis and Allan Fisher.
Cambridge, MA: MIT Press. 180 pp. ISBN 0-262-13398-9 $24.95 (hb.).
This book, like The Teaching and Learning of Mathematics at the University Level, should

be read by college instructors in mathematics and mathematics education alike. Jane Margolis,
a social scientist, and Allan Fisher, an associate dean of computer science, report on a multi-
year study aimed at understanding women’s experiences in computer science education.
Although the book focuses on women’s college experiences, specifically at Carnegie Mellon
University, it also gives attention to claims about the roles of nature and nurture in children’s
early preferences, as well as of environments in the home and school. The authors document
the ways in which Carnegie Mellon used this research to increase the enrollment and persis-
tence of women in the university’s computer science major. These efforts included changes
in curriculum, teaching, recruitment, and departmental culture. Carnegie Mellon’s training
of teachers for high school courses in advanced placement computer science involved
instruction in both computer language and research on factors related to girls’ participation
in computer science. The authors report on the ways that these high school teachers found
to foster girls’ enrollment. Because there are parallels between women’s experiences and
beliefs related to computer science and their experiences and beliefs related to mathematics,
the suggestions that the book offers to those engaged in the teaching of computer science to
women in college and high school may also be valuable to those committed to increasing the
participation and success of women in mathematics.

Why Schools Matter: A Cross-National Comparison of Curriculum and Learning. (2001).
William H. Schmidt, Curtis C. McKnight, Richard T. Houang, HsingChi Wang, David
E. Wiley, Leland S. Cogan, and Richard G. Wolfe. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass. 424 pp.
ISBN 0-7879-5684-8 $27.00 (hb.).
Using data from the Third International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS), the authors

argue that schools matter because the curricular learning opportunities that they provide have
a profound impact on what students actually learn.  Using data on content standards, textbooks,
teachers’ goals, and the amount of time that teachers devoted to topics, the authors present
numerous interesting cross-national comparisons of the mathematics and science that 13-year-
olds (for the United States, seventh and eighth graders) are expected to learn. However, the
heart of the argument about the influence of curriculum and textbooks makes use of  the achieve-
ment gains between the two adjacent grade levels within countries (e.g., the difference between
United States eighth graders’ and seventh graders’ scores on a particular topic). Examining
the relationship between achievement gains and the allocation of curriculum resources, both
across countries and within countries, leads the authors to a number of conclusions about factors
on which the schools can have an impact. Though the authors acknowledge that other cultural
and systemic factors are also likely to shape student achievement, they argue that textbooks
have a strong influence on what is taught, that curricula should be organized to take advan-
tage of the discipline’s logic, and that both quantity and quality (level of cognitive demand of
tasks and type of instructional activity) of coverage are important. The authors also suggest
that a set of national priorities in content standards can be advantageous and not be equiva-
lent to national control of a school system. Given the proposed increase in achievement
testing in the United States, it is surprising that the book’s thorough discussion of curriculum
includes very little about the role of external examinations. The study claims significant
contributions to cross-national comparative studies in that it focuses on achievement rather
than status and employs new methods for studying key aspects of the curriculum.

Learning Policy: When State Education Reform Works. (2001). David K. Cohen and Heather
C. Hill. New Haven: Yale University Press. 224 pp. ISBN 0-300-08947-3 (hb.) $30.00.
Reform in mathematics education is widely attempted but less frequently  studied. The 1985

Mathematics Framework for California Public Schools outlined a curriculum that was
designed to be responsive to calls for more attention to knowledge of the discipline and to
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students’ thinking. In addition, it called for classroom practices that differed from conventional
ones. Cohen and Hill analyzed the 1994 survey responses of some 595 California teachers as
well as the 1994 scores of fourth graders from the California Learning Assessment System as
a means of discerning the impact of different instruments of policy on teachers’ knowledge
of reform, teachers’ practice, and students’ achievement. Focusing on teachers’ opportunity
to learn, the authors conclude that “teachers’ opportunities to learn about reform do affect their
teaching, when those opportunities are situated in curriculum and assessments designed to be
consistent with the reforms, and which their students study or use.… When the assessment of
students’ performance is consistent with the student and teacher curriculum, teachers’ oppor-
tunities to learn pay off in students’ math performance” (p. 148). The authors note that in addi-
tion to affecting teachers’ opportunities to learn specific content directly related to their
instructional materials, policy influenced their practice only if two other conditions applied.
First, there was coherence, not only across state frameworks and assessment but also within
the classroom, and between the curriculum and teachers’ knowledge of how students might
approach the curriculum. Second, there were effort and risk taking on the part of “some profes-
sionals and professional organizations” to mobilize “temporary communities to develop
policy instruments and otherwise support change in practice” (p.186). The authors acknowl-
edge the limitations of their data, indicate where their results are or are not consistent with results
of other studies, and share their understandings of how policy was or was not translated into
practice. Thus, the book is far more than a history of California’s mathematics curriculum
frameworks, replacement units, professional development activities, and assessments. The
authors cite three challenges facing those who wish to improve instructional policies and
research on them: (a) “coordination of government and professional action,” (b) “learning from
efforts to improve instruction,” and (c) “creating better professional development and knowl-
edge about it” (pp. 187–188). They argue that reformers and educators must work in a more
responsible manner and encourage independent research on teacher learning and professional
development activities, or they will see the demise of professional development. 

Learning and Teaching Number Theory (Mathematics, Learning, and Cognition). (2002).
Stephen R. Campbell and Rina Zazkis (Vol. Eds.) and Carolyn Maher and Robert Speiser
(Series Eds.). Westport, CN: Ablex. 245 pp. ISBN 1-56750-652-6 (hb.) $75.00; ISBN 1-
56750-653-4 (pb.) $39.50.
Each of the chapters in this volume describes how students understand ideas in elemen-

tary (domain of integers) number theory. Using data from preservice teachers and under-
graduate students, the authors describe either the conceptions and methods of students who
exhibit a range of understandings about a variety of concepts (including prime factoriza-
tion, divisibility, inductive proof) or teaching strategies that are based on students’ under-
standing of some of these number theory concepts. Campbell and Zazkis note that all the
studies reflect a constructivist tradition. Although the editors found Dubinsky’s Action-
Process-Object schema theory (APOS) helpful in interpreting some aspects of students’
understandings in number theory, they also note limitations that they encountered in using
this theory. They suggest that considering number theory as a conceptual field (in the sense
of Vergnaud’s notion of a conceptual field) might be helpful to sense making about it in the
long run. In the final chapter, Annie and John Selden identify and expand on some common
threads in the chapters: the potential that topics in number theory offer for teaching problem
solving, reasoning, and proof; the role of the language of divisibility and the concept images
evoked by that language; implications for teaching; the influence of philosophical positions;
and the APOS framework.  The Seldens suggest some ways in which a constructivist
perspective may limit the types of questions that have been pursued within (and outside)
the area of number theory. They argue that the term entity, encompassing objects, proper-
ties, activities and relationships, might be considered as a replacement for object in the APOS
framework. And they introduce a notion of efficacy that may or may not be characteristic
of an individual’s action, process, or object construction. 
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